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PREFACE

. Most dairy farms are family farms. , As the 'families, grow dairy-* 
men are faced, with a need for increased income from increased milk 
production in order to maintain or improve the family lifestyle. This 
can be achieved by increasing per cow production or by increasing herd 

size, or:both. A dairyman considering growth through expansion of his 
dairy operation has to decide which of.the organizationa! and technol

ogical alternatives best fit his situation. The purpose of this study 

is to develop a method for a dairyman to use in analyzing the alterna

tives and planning the .expansion of his dairy operation.

I wish to acknowledge the support of the faculty of the Depart

ment of Agricultural Economics' in this project. I particularly wish to 

thank Roger A. Selley, Professor of Agricultural Economics, and Dennis 
V. Armstrong, Arizona-Extension Dairy Specialist, for their advice and 
counsel on this research/
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ABSTRACT

•The. demand for milk and dairy products in Arizona is expected 
to increase due to an increasing population. Arizona dairymen can meet 

this increasing:demand .with higher production, per .cow and/or with more ' 

cows. Herd expansion is typically limited by the equity and borrowed 

capital available for investment in land3.cattle and facilities. This 

thesis discusses the technological and organizational.alternatives 

available for herd expansion and develops a method for, a dairyman, with 

a capital constraint, to evaluate the alternatives and decide on a com

bination that is best for his situation.

The technological, alternatives are the various types and sizes 

of milking parlors available for group handling of cows in large herds, 

.and;the mechanization that can be incorporated to reduce milking, labor. 

The organizational alternatives are herd replacement strategies (raised 

purchased.or leased cows), milking-frequency and milking parlor usage. { 

A methodology for- evaluating these alternatives involves comparison of 

the graphic display of the financial factors for each mix of alterna

tives. '

. The example of a typical"expansion situation shows the organiza. 

tional alternatives:of purchased cows and three times a day milking to 

be the..most profitable. The example illustrates the complexity of 

manual manipulation of the. pertinent financial factors. An exhaustive 

analysis of all. alternatives with various cost/price ratios would 

necessitate a computer program.



CHAPTER 1

V, - The dairy, industry ,is .an -, important- sector of the Arizona econ

omy. : In 1978 the cash receipts from farm marketings of Arizona dairy 
products was $101.2 million. (USDA/ESCS, 197 9a). This was 12% of the 

total receipts for livestock and livestock products and 7% of the 

total receipts for all agricultural commodities (Arizona Crop and .Live- 

. stock Reporting; Service 1979) . • The Arizona dairy industry-, is composed 

of four /important components: the producer, the processor5 the con

sumer and the milk .price .stabilization program.

Milk Production

In recent years the nationwide trend in milk production has been 

relatively stable with milk cow numbers declining and the average milk 
production per cow steadily increasing^(Figure 1). Arizona, milk produc- 

. tion per cow has also been increasing. > Howeverin contrast to national 
trends, total milk production and milk cow numbers have been increasing 

in Arizona (Figure 2).

Arizona producers, consistently achieve high annual production 
. per cow in' spite of the adverse effects of summer heat. Since 1967, 
■production per cow in Arizona has.been 17-19% above the national av-.

. erage^: In 1978. Arizona had an average production of i3 5176, lbs per
cow. Many Arizona herds achieve much higher production levels however, .
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Figure 1. U.S. milk production, number of cows and milk per cow. 

Source: USDA Handbook of Agricultural Charts, 1978a.
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cow and number of producers.

Source: USDA Agricultural Statistics 1967-1978, 1978b.



as is demonstrated. by the Arizona D M A  average of 15,500 lbs per cow in 

•1978 (Arizona Dairy Herd Improvement Annual Summary 1978)„

.- J The number, of. cows, production per cow and total production in 

Arizona declined slightly in 1978 (Table 1) however, the Arizona Crop 
and Livestock Reporting Service reported 70,000 milk cows in Arizona 

in 1979. .This increase in milk cows suggests a resumption of the long 

• term rip ward trend in' the number of cows and the amount of milk produced.

. .. There has been ,a national trend towards large , scale- operations 
which is much mo r e p ron oun ded.in the.arid‘.southwest. v Drylot operations 

purchase most inputs and employ group handling of cows, with production ' 

line milking and feeding methods, to a greater extent than do diversi
fied dairy farms elsewhere. The typical herd size in Arizona is 600 

cows . (Korzan et a l . 1979),. compared, to .a national average of 50̂ -60; 

cows. Capital intensive large sized dairy herds have.achieved internal 

economies of size that have enabled Arizona dairymen to remain competi

tive with diversif ied., farms in temperate areas where feed is less ex

pensive (USDA/ESGS, 1979.b)... - The attrition of producers, however, has 

been high in Arizona. From 1950 to the present the number of producers 

declined from 8.48. to 156,'. an 81% attrition. (USDA/AMS , 197 9)e Figure 2 

illustrates the decline in number of producers since 1967„
Over 90% of Arizona, milk is marketed by the -.United Dairymen of 

Arizona (UDA);, ya bargaining and supply, cooperative. The UDA has a milk 

base/quota price;system that.provides a price incentive to keep the 

production of:milk aligned.with the demand .in the Central Arizona •:

- Marketing Order. Nearly 70%•of the milk produced in Arizona is utilized 

as fresh milk or. Class I milk (UDA, 1979) .
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Table 1. Arizona milk production 1967-1978.

Year
Milk. Cows 

(No.)
Production Per Cow 

(lb)
Total Production 
■ (million lb)

1967 51,000 10,570 524
1968 51,000 10,840 ' 539
1969 51,000 11,235 559

1970 52,000 . 11,250 . 572

1971: 53,000 11,700 608

1972 53,000 ' 12,800 . 629

1973 55,000 12,930 737
1974 ■ 62,000 13,065 810
1975 67,000 12,537 ; : 840
1976 - 69,000 •12,783 ‘ 882

1977 69,000 13,246 914

1978 68,000 ; 13,17.6 896
V

Source: USDA Agricultural Statistics 1967-1978, 1978b.



The Outlook for Milk Production in the Future 
It is:assumed that:the per capita consumption of dairy products 

in Arizona follows the nationwide trend (Figure 3). This trend has 
shown a.slight increase during the past two years.and is expected to 

stabilize during the; next ten years (Manchester5. 1978).

There has been a continually increasing aggregate demand however, 
:for milk .and dairy products . in Arizona. This increase- is primarily a re
sult of .the ■increasing population« Arizona’s- population increased 48%

from 1967 to 1978. It is expected to further increase 20% by 1985 and

35% by 1990 (Valley National Bank, 1978)» Thus Arizona dairymen can expect 

the aggregate demand for their product to increase from 2 to 3 percent 

each year during the immediate future. Historical trends would indicate 

that 3 or 4 dairymen, will discontinue production each .year. If., this trend 
continues, a decreasing number of producers will be faced with a chall

enge to increase milk production to meet . the increasing demand.

Increasing the annual milk production will necessarily entail

expansion of individual herds and facilities. Such expansion will in

volve substantial capital investments and these investments must be 

planned to assure a return; on the investment that is competitive with 

alternative uses of capital; and, provide adequate cash flow for family 

living, income tax payments and debt service.

Objective of this Study 

The objective of this.study was to develop, a method for evaluating 

the technological, and organizational alternatives available for large 

size drylot;dairy operations. Achieving this objective entailed analysis
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of the costs and capabilities of milking parlors and. labor saving de

vices for group handling of cows and production line milking. It re- 
" quired review of conventional economic cost theory and the application 

of -this theory in the evaluation of the various mixes of milking parlor 

technology, replacement cow strategies and milking frequencies that are 
available to the producer who is initiating an expansion investment.

Chapter 2 reviews the theoretical framework regarding size of 
business and the previous work accomplished pertaining to costs and re- 

; turns for various sizes of dairy operations. Chapter 3 discusses the. 

investment and organizational alternatives available for increasing 

milk,production. 'Chapter 4 describes the development of a methodology 

-for .evaluating these alternativesChapter 5 presents, an analysis of a 

typical investment situation. . Chapter 6 analyzes milking frequencies 

with equal1 inyestmenty;: two. times per, day milking (2X/day) versus three 
times per day (3X/day) . Chapter 7 summarizes the results of the study 

. and offers conclusions regarding the initiation of an expansion invest- 

.. ment to increase-milk production..



CHAPTER 2

' ' • , . REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK . :

Previous work includes the development of economic theory re
garding costs and economies of size, data collection and the develop
ment of cost/return and cost/size, relationships using synthetic 

budgets, descriptive studies of;facilities and technology, analysis"of. 
efficiencies in large size dairy.operations, and an analysis of 3X/day 
milking frequency. '

Theoretical Framework for Evaluation:
Economies of Size

The theory of cost and production provides .a/general explanation 

of cost-output relationships regarding various size firms. Excellent 

treatises on the economies of scale and size are presented by Viner 

(19_52) .and Boulding CL955) .

In the analysis of the firm, or a dairy in this case,.the time 

• period for analysis may be usefully classified as short-run or long-run. 

Short-run analysis is characterized by production costs that vary with 
herd size or milk production where costs related to milking facility, 

corrals, machinery, wells, etc., do not vary with changes in output. 

Long-run analysis is when all costs are variable.



Conventional Economic Theory Applied : 
to Dairy Operations "■

: Figure-'4 illustrates conventional economic theory as applied to 

dairy, operations. Figure 4a has hypothetical cost curves for four - 

large .scale dairy operations to :show the use of cost theory in the de
velopment of a long range, planning curve ..expressed in terms of. output • 
Figure 4b has average value product - curves and marginal value product 

curves for the same four dairy operations - to show the use of produc
tion theory in the development of a long run planning curve in terms of 
the level of investment.

Figure 4a has the short, run average, cost (SRAC) curves for four 

sizes of dairy operations» The long run average cost (LRAC) curve is 
traced out as the envelope of the SRAC curves having the lowest, cost at 

each level of:output, Theoretically an average cost curve is U-shaped 

to show decreasing costs in the.region of increasing:returns to size, 

and increasing costs in the region of. decreasing returns to size. In 

the case of the large size dairy operations depicted in Figure 4, the 

maximum outputs at the technical capacities of the milking parlors (Q^,

Qg and Q^) are reached prior to encountering decreasing returns to 

size. Accordingly the LRAC curve is discontinuous at the technical capa

city of each dairy operation.

Conventional theory indicates that the profit maximizing level 

of production is where marginal cost (MC). equals marginal revenue: (MR)

. at a point above average cost. It is assumed here., that marginal 
: revenue (MR) and average revenue (AR) are equal. In Figure 4a profit 
maximization would, be where the MR line intersects the long run marginal
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' ' ■■ ■ . ■■ .. . ' :• - 11 
cost. (LRMG). curve.* With this . theory we can determine the size dairy 
operation for maximum profits using;-Figure 4a. At the lowest marginal 
revenue shown, MR^, dairy operation 3 is selected for output . It is 
the - only■ operation where is greater than average cost. At MR̂ : dairy
operations. 1, 2 and 3 are profitable with maximum profits from dairy 

operation 3 at output .;. At four dairy operations are profit
able; however, the profits of 3 and 4 have to be calculated to determine 

which is the most profitable. As: shown, dairy operation 3 is the most 
profitable at output Q^. At all four dairy:.operations are profit

able with maximum profits from dairy operation 4 at output .

Conventional theory also .-indicates that profit, maximization is 

achieved when -the marginal: .value, product of. an input equals the - price of 

the input (MVP - P ) . Figure 4b relates this conventional theory to
W.-

. the. same four, large scale dairy .operations:used in developing Figure 4a. 

The short run average value product (SRAVP) curve for each dairy opera

tion is the loci of the points of rate of return on investment at each 

level of investment possible (cows, corrals and milking facilities).
The long run average value product (LRAVP) curve is traced out as the 

envelope.of the four SRAVP curves' having the: highest rates of return at 
each level of investment. 'The SRAVP curves terminate at the technical
capacities of the milking parlors, and the.LRAVP curve is-discontinuous- 

. similar, to the LRAC curve in Figure 4a.
■ The. relevant segment of the long run marginal value product 

(LBMVP) * curve is drawn to determine the profit maximizing level of in

vestment. Since the marginal value product is the marginal percentage 

rate of return, the appropriata marginal factor cost is the percentage
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interest rate paid;on borrowed capital and/or the percentage opportunity 
cost on equity capital. Four levels of interest cost are shown in 
Figure 4b and.the profit maximizing levels of investment are the same 
as the profit.maximizing levels of output shown in Figure 4a. At a 
high interest rate (i^) only dairy operation 3 is profitable. At a low 

interest rate . (ij.) all- dairy operations are profitable with maximum •

profits.available from dairy operation 4 at investment level I.. At
. . ' ■ - . - ■' ■ • ; . - . . . .  • ■ . : - ; 4  . , ■

interest rate i^ all dairy operations, are profitable but calculations 

.indicate profits with dairy operation 3. at. investment level I exceed 
profits with dairy operation 4 at investment level ■I/. .

; Figure 4 illustrates the point that either marginal cost theory - 

or marginal production theory can be used to evaluate returns to size of 

dairy operations and thereby select the most profitable investment level 

and output.

=Conventional Economic Theory Applied to Dairy Opera
tions When a Capital Constraint. Limits Investment

' Figure 5 illustrates conventional economic theory when a capital 

constraint limits the investment in a dairy operation at something less 

than the technical capacity of each operation. The typical equity in

put required- by lenders differs for each investment component. Figure 

5 depicts this situation with a limit on output and investment with 

dairy:operations 2, 3 and 4, and shows the maximum sizes of these dairy 

operations that are possible with a.given equity.
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Figure 5. Cost and production theory applied to dairy operations 
with capital constraint.
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. The SRAC curves in Figure 5a are the same as those seen earlier

... . , \ V : ; - " c - -. in; Figure 4 a. : The cons train ed long, run average cost : (LRAC ) .curve -is
modified as necessitated by the output limits ? Q.g and . The

profit, maximizing level of output is where the marginal revenue line

. intersects the constrained long run marginal cost (LKMC ) curve (only
• ■" c ■the relevant segment of the LBMC is shoxvn) . At MR^ no dairy operation

. is profitable since all have average costs that exceed HR^ (and average

revenue) at all levels of output. At ME^ dairy operations 1,2 and 3 '
are profitable with dairy operation 3 the most profitable at output QC.

At MPvg and ilR̂  all dairy operations are profitable but in each case

'calculations show greater profits from dairy operation 3, at output
Q3? than from, dairy operation 4V at. output Q4«,

In Figure 5b the SEAVP curves for. the four dairy operations; are

- the isame/ as : thos ex seien in Figure - 4b 6 The const rained long fun average 

value product (LRAVP. ) curve is modified as required by the investment 

constraint* The profit; maximizing level of investment indicated here 

at various interest rates corresponds to the .profit maximizing level of 

output as shown in Figure 5a by equating marginal revenue to marginal 

cost. At the high interest rate no large scale dairy operation is . 

profitable. At other interest rates dairy operation 3 is the most 
profitable at investment level .

This review of the use of conventional economic theory has ~

. shown how a ,long run planning curve can be. derived to select a prpfitr ,
, able dairy operation in either a constrained or an unconstrained situa- 

. t ion.
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Dairymen planning expansion normally have a capital constraint 

, v ; that .precludes initial investment in the dairy operation that would 

maximize unconstrained profits. Nevertheless, their initial invest

ment should be at a profitable level with sufficient cash flow for 

family living, debt, service and income taxes. This study builds upon 
the conventional economic theory to develop a methodology to evaluate 

,expansion alternatives.

Analysis of Dairy Production Costs
Moran and Greene (1960) conducted a.study of Arizona dairy 

costs in an historical framework using empirical data. They developed 

the average costs of a given group of dairies in a given period of time 

' to provide dairymen and agri-businessmen with data for evaluating costs. 
Martin and Hill (196*2) examined the cost/size relationships of Central 

Arizona dairies to determine how costs vary under different typical in

put situations and to identify the most efficient size of operation.

They concluded that with the technologies and managerial skills avail

able at that time, the majority of Arizona dairies would stabilize herd, 

size at around 150 head. ,- They found that as herd size increased beyond 

150 to 250 cows, unit costs increased primarily because of management 

difficulties.

Economies of size, in Minnesota dairy farming was examined by 
Buxton and Jensen (19.68).. : The diversified farming operations used in 

their study had combined crop and dairy enterprises with the dairy en

terprise accounting, for 60% of gross' income. Their conclusions were 
similar to Martin and Hill (1962) in that the lowest unit costs were
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achieved with group handling of cows and that diseconomies of size occur 
because of.limitations in technology and managerial skills.

.Subsequent. to the analyt ical work completed , in the early 60s, the 

limitations in technology and management have been reduced and the trans

formation towards.large scale drylot dairy operations has accelerated. 

Milking parlor designs, equipment and mechanization have been developed 

for more efficient production line"milking. Managerial services have be- 

- come available to assist. dairymen with ration formulation, . genetic ,im̂ - 

prpvement, production testing, etc.s to facilitate management of large 

scale dairies. Wright and Angus (1973). developed synthetic budgets for 

typical 350 cow herds and for 700%cow herds. These budgets were updated 

in 1975 to. reflect price changes. - Their budgets showed increasing 
profitability of the larger sized herds largely due to their lower av

erage fixed costs.

• The efficiencies of large-scale dairying were.analyzed recently 

by Matulich (19.78) . He determined' that significant economies of size 

were evident for up to 750 cows. :He /identified three-major characteris

tics- that distinguish industrialized dairying in California, Arizona and^

‘ . Florida from small multi-enterprise dairying in other dairy areas. First, 

the presence of a well developed feed market and. distribution system. 

Second, year round availability of quality labor. Third, highly 

specialized managerial and operational expertise.

V , •• • 1 Selley et al. : (1979) utilized computer :generated dry 1 ot dairy ;

budgets to compare, investment costs as well as operating costs for 350 
- cow and 700 cowherds. These budgets showed-that at current costs of 

facilities, livestock and equipment, the economies of size .realized by
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700 cows, were necessary,to attain a rate of return on.investment com
parable.with. alternative uses of capital.

. Milking Facility Technology 
Current technology for production line milking in large size 

dairies includes, .milking- parlors of various sizes and shapes s as well 
as .labor saving devices for milking and cow-movement. This technology 

. has been described in several undated Arizona Cooperative Extension 

Service Publications (Table 2) ;'- "The.xdescript'ions :include investment 

• costs, annual, operating costs and through-put lor milking‘parlors with 

: varipus- mixes of labor, saving.devices. Through-put is the number of . 

cows-- milked per.. unit :time and is the basis for cow milking costs. ;;; 

Through-put data in the descriptions is from time observations of com

mercial dairy operations .y The publications in 'Table 2 are the basis 
for the descriptions of the expansion • investment alternativ.es- consi.dered 

- in Chapter 3,

•Increased Production with 3X/d.ay. Milking 

A method for increasing milk production without increasing herd 
size.and without capital investment, in facilities is to increase the 

milking frequency from 2X/day to 3X/day. Logan9 Armstrong and Selley 

.(1978) reviewed research on 3X/day milking and found that a 6 to 20 

•percent increase in. milk production had been achieved by changing to 

3X/day;milking frequency. They concluded that a milk production in- .

; crease of 8 to 10 percent was necessary to cover the increased costs 

associated:with the change. The breakeven percentages with various;

' . feed costs and Vages are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
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Table 2. Arizona Cooperative Extension 
milking facility technology.

Service publications describing

Publication  ̂
Number .

Q 340 Armstrong, Speicher 
and Bickert

: Comparisons of Equipment 
for Mechanizing the Milk
ing of Cows

Q 24 Armstrong Milking Machine Detachers: 
V Effeet on Production and 
Udder health

Q 342 Bickert, Armstrong • . Rotary Milking Parlors

> Q 43 Armstro.ng, Bickert Herringbone and S ide- 
Opening Milking Parlors

Q 42 Armstrong, Bickert Polygon Milking Parlors

' WEEP 27 Armstrong • : Trigon Milking Parlors ,
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Table 3. . Estimated breakeven" points for percentage increase in produc
tion from 3X/day milking under various feed and labor costs. 
Milk sold at fat adjusted price of $8,53/cwt .jV

Milker wage per annum 
Feed Cost/Ton . $8,000 $10,000 $12,000 $14,000 . $16,000

1 - $110 9.2% 9.6% 9.9% 10.3% 10.7%
2 ■ 115 9.4 9.7 10.1 10.5 10.9
3 120 9.5 - . 9.9 10.3 10.7 11.0
4 125 ■ 9.7 10.1 . 10.5 10.9 11.2
5 : 130 9.9 10.3 ;. 10.7 11,1 11,5
6 135 10.1 : 10.5. 10.9 11.3 ' 11.7
7 140 10.3 , 10.7 11.1 11.5 11.9
8 145 10.5 10.9 11.3 11.7 12.1
9 150 10.7 11.1 , 11.5 11.9 12.4
Increased costs (excluding 
milker labor & feed) $24,845 $24,845 $24,845 $24,845 $24,845

Milker labor • 9,140 11,430 13,714 16,000 18,290

TOTAL INCREASED 
NON-FEED COSTS

$33,985 ' $36,275 $38,559 $40,845 $43,135

a / . UDA overquota milk" price (1977)
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Table 4. Estimated breakeven points for percentage increase, in produc
tion from 3X/day milking under various feed and labor costs.

■ ' Milk sold: at fat adjusted price of $10.33/cwt

/' - -Milker wage per annum 
' Feed Cost/Ton $8,000 $10,000 $12,000 $14,000 $16,000
1 $110 ; 7.4% 7.7% 8.0% 8.3% 8.6%
2 115 . 7.5 7.8 8.1 8.4 8.7
.3 120 7.5 8.0 8.3 8.6 8.9
4 . 125 , ". 7.8 8.1 ' 8.4 8.7 : 9.0
5 : 130 7.9 8.2 8.5 8.8 9.1
6 135 / 8.0 8.3 8.6 - 8.9 9.3
7 140 ; 8.1 8.4 8.8 9.1 9.4
8 J 145 . 8.2 8,6  ̂ ^8.9 :9.2 9.6
9 150 8.4 8.7 9.0 9.4 9.7
Increased costs (excluding 
milker labor,^ feed and . 
interest on additional
base) ' $24,845 $24,845 $24,845 $24,845 $24,845

Milker labor 9,140 11,430 13,714 16,000 18,290

TOTAL INCREASED NON-FEED %
COSTS (excluding in- 

. terest on additional 
base) $33,985 $36,275 . $38,599 $40,845 $43,135

a/ Assumes 8.5% interest per cwt. on added milk base produced at $20/ 
cwt. . ‘

b/ ' UDA quota milk price (1977).
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Early work indicated that there were potential economies of size 

in large dairy operations but size was constrained due to limitations’ in • 

technology and managerial skills. .The prediction was that the majority 

of Arizona dairies would stabilize at around 150 cows since they could 

compete with the larger dairies..of-above-average managers ̂ - Since this ; 

early work, technology and managerial services have become available to 

reduce.and effectively eliminate these constraints to large size drylot 
dairy operations, •Current constraints to herd size are the limitations
of milking parlor facilities.

Where the milking parlor capability exists, a dairyman may be .

able to profitably expahd production without capital investment by
changing to 3X/day milking frequency. When the parlor capability is 

constraining and capital investment is necessary for expansion, a dairy

man should .consider parlor size, parlor equipment, parlor mechanization, 

milking frequency and herd replacement alternatives.

Previous work does not develop.a methodology for a dairyman to

completely evaluate the investment alternatives when: initiating, a new- 

dairy operation;. however,.this work does describe a method for this 

evaluation.



CHAPTER 3

INVESTMENT ALTERNATIVES FOR, LARGE.SIZE 

:Vv' DAIRY OPERATIONS

A dairyman planning capital investment ,to increase milk produc

tion and profits has several technological and.organizational alterna
tives to consider. .These investment• alternatives are:

. 1„ Various milking parlor designs and sizes.
2 . Various levels. = of mechanization to be/included in : the parlor 

‘ and number of milkers to be used per shift.
3«Leasing  ̂ .purchasing or raising heifers/cows to meet herd . expan

sion and replacement needs.

4. Milking two or three times a day in two or three, shifts with 

'or without -sufficient milk base to cover all production.

Figure 6 shows,the possible combinations of■alternatives with 

each milking parlor design and size.

Milking Parlors ..

Milking parlor designs currently available are Side-Opening, 

Herringbone, Rotary, Polygon, and Trigon parlors. Information and 

schematics of these parlors are taken from the descriptive work listed 

■ in Table- 2.

22
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Milking 
Parlor 
Design 
S Size

Number of 
Parlor Milkers

Mechanization per shift

Milking
Parlor

Replacement
Cows

Raised

Purchased

Leased

Raised

Purchased

Leased

Raised

Purchased

Leased

Raised

Purchased

Leased

Milking
Frequency
'2X/ day—

Milk Base 
lb/Cowl/
0-41.8

IX/day
2X/day

3X/day 
2X/dav

■-3X/ day---- 0-43
"2X/day----  0-41.8
3X/day-----0-48
■2X/day---- 0-41.8
3X/day---- 0-48
-2X/day  0-41.8
•3X/day---- o-48
2X/ day----0-41.8

'3X/day  0-48
2X/day  0-41.8
3X/day  q-48

X/day  0-41. S

-0-48 
-0-41.8

-0-48 
-0-41.8

-0-48

0-41.3
0-48 
0-41.3

3X/day- 
2X/day.

uX/day 0-48

2X/day 0-41. S
3X/day  g_4S

Figure 6. Expansion alternatives.

_a/ A pound of milk base is the authorization to market one pound of 
milk per day at the higher "quota" price. Milk base possessed 
can range from 0 to the amount of production per cow per day. With 
2X/day milking and typical production of 50 Ib/cow/day, milk base 
required would be (50 lb/cow) (305 days) f 365 days = 41.8 lbs. 
With 3X/day milking, and a 15% increase in production, milk base 
required would be 1.15 (30" lb/cow) (305 days), f 365 days = 48 lbs.

b/ CG - Crowd gate, PG - Power entry/exit gates, FBC - Feed bowl
covers, Det - Automatic milking machine detachers, PS - Preparation 
stalls (Side-opening milk parlors only).



Side-Opening Parlors

The side-opening parlors are either single or double with the 
double side-opening as shown in Figure 7 the more popular because there 
is less walking for the milker. Sizes range from two to four milking 
stalls on each side of the milker’s pit. Cows move individually to the 

stalls, entering and exiting through gates on one side of the stall.

Figure 7. Double-2 side-opening parlor.

Herringbone Parlors

The herringbone parlors are normally double herringbone design 
as shown in Figure 8 with sizes ranging from double-4 to double-12.

Cows are handled in groups with a group moving into one side, being 

milked and moving out together. This is a disadvantage in the large 

herringbones since a slow milking cow holds up the group. This disad
vantage is offset to some extent in that cows move better in groups and 

the milker’s walking is reduced due to the herringbone design. Distance 

between udders is 36-48 inches as compared to 8-10 feet in the side op
ening parlors.
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iu-cra"cru u u

Figure 8. Double-8 herringbone parlor.

Rotary Parlors

There are three types of rotary parlors in use; the rotary 

tandem, the rotary turnstile and the rotary herringbone which is shown 

in Figure 9. The rotary concept is for the cows to be on a moving 

platform with the milking operation completed during a revolution of 

the platform. Sizes range from 5 to 22 stalls with some larger rotary 

parlors in use in New Zealand. The rotary parlor is losing popularity 
because of high investment costs, high operating costs and problems 
encountered in trying to achieve expected throughput. The rotary milk

ing parlor is not considered further in the study.

i r

Figure 9. Rotary Herringbone Parlor.



Polygon Parlors
The polygon milking parlor is a four sided parlor utilizing 

herringbone stalls (Figure 10). Sizes range from a Polygon 16 with 
four stalls per side to the Polygon 32 with eight stalls per side. The 
polygon is larger and more expensive than the side-opening and double 
herringbone designs and is more efficient in that higher rates of 

throughput are typical. The polygon has higher annual costs per cow 
in smaller herds; however it can accommodate a herd expansion up to 

2100 cows with the Polygon 32.

60*

Figure 10. Polygon 24 parlor.

Trigon Parlors
The trigon parlors are a recent innovation to achieve improved 

performance on a per stall basis over the double herringbone parlor of 

the same size. This design utilizes herringbone stalls on three sides 
of the milker's pit (Figure 11). Sizes currently in use are 12, 16 and 

18 stall parlors with larger sizes being considered. Improved perfor

mance results with the trigon design because a slow milking cow does not
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delay as many cows as with the double herringbone. This enables higher 

throughput and lower annual cost per cow than the double herringbone 

parlor with the same number of stalls.

MOTORS

HOLDING L PEN
OPERATOR'S AREA

Figure 11. Trigon 12 parlor.

Milking Parlor Mechanization 

Labor saving devices currently available for installation in 

each parlor are listed below:

1. A crowd gate that moves cows forward in holding pen. It 

stops when it touches a cow, then restarts after a preset 

time delay.

2. Power gates that are pneumatically or electrically operated 
entry and exit gates and doors. Multiple controls are located 
at strategic points around the milker’s pit to reduce walking.

3. Feed bowl covers that facilitate cow movement out of the milking 

stalls by preventing access to feed when exit gates are opened.



4. Automatic to the claw9 that
detect cessation of milk .flow. and shut off the vacuum to cause 
the teat cups to detach.

. 5 o Pgzeparatiori stalls that are located in front of side-opening: 

parlor stalls' and provide cold water wash, or warm water spray, 

.to stimulate milk let down, or both.

Complete, mechah iz at ion would % en t ail t he. use of all ■ f he • labor 

• saving devices, as appropriate, î  e., preparation stalls apply to the 
side-opening parlors.only. Partial mechanization is when one or more 

. ; of the labor . saving devices arej used. The items ::included are- specified.
Table .5 .and .Table 6 list, the technical capacities of milking 

■ parlors■ with and without mechanization. - Technical capacity is the num- 

her of cows • that can be <accotnmodated ,by the ;parlor iriy 24.r hours . This is 
■ calculated using the: steady state throughputs, or number of cows milked 

per hour, reported .by Armstrong et al. in the publications listed in 

Table 2. V . \ - \ -

; The number of cows milked at .technical capacity are calculated 

- as follows: . ,

.; CM/24. Hr s.. = - (ST + CT + MT) ] SST

where

CM = number milk cows .

MF = milking 'frequency Qiumber of times each cow is milked per day) H  
ST = setup time prior to milking 

. CT = cleanup time after milking



aTypical production is 50 lb/day for 305,days lactation or 15,250 lb
annual productiono

Production with 3X/day milking is 15% Higher than.with 2X/day milking 
or.17,537.5 lb annual production.

- Cows per hour exclusive of set up, clean up and cow movement.

^With 3X/day milking the production at each milking is less and through
put increases 10-15%,above 2X/day milking.
e 24CM/24. Hrs = —  - (ST +.CT + MT) SST

where CM = milk cows
ME = milking frequency 
ST = set up time 
CT = clean up time 
MT = cow movement time 
SST = steady state throughput

flC-|§'CM ;
where CM = milk cows

TC = total cows or herd size

^Crowd Gates, Power Gates, Prep. Stalls and Detachers.
h' ' ' • ■ - ' - " ■ , ‘Crowd Gates, Power Gates, Feed Bowl Covers and Detachers.

iCrowd Gates, Power Gates, and Feed Bowl Covers. (Note that this 
configuration without detachers has same steady state throughput 
yet technical capacity is lessened due to parlor shut down for 
cow movement) .
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Table 5. . Technical capacity of milking parlors with typical produc- 
: tion. / '

2X/day a. . 5X/dav b
Steady Steady

Number State Milk. Total- State , Milk Total
Parlor Type . Mechanization Milkers Throughput?:Cows e Cows f Throughput Cows e Cows.
• Side Opening

6 stall . None - ■ 1 V 49 . 480 574, ; ■ 55: , 339 406
Partial- 1 . 60 , 573 686 - 67 402 481

8 stall None •. 2 56 540 . 646 63 . : 381. 456
Partial* 1 ; ; . 65 ; . 615 • 736 73 ' •432 • 517 ;

10 stall ’ None : . 2 . 65 615 .736 73 432 ■ 517 -
Partial8 ■: i V ' 75 : . : 695 . 832 :84/- = 486 ' 582

Herringbone
Double 4 None " i 37 372 445 : 42 ... 266 318 .

Partial . i ,. 47 463 . 554 53 .. 328 392
-.Double 6■ None , . 2 60 573 686 68 ' 406 ■ 486

Partial11 , 1 - 67 . . 631 ;• 755 75 . 442 • 529
Double 8 ' •' None .. . , ' 2 74 . 687 822 83 : 481 . 575

' Partial . ; 82 V 748: •895 92 •• 524 627
Double-10 - None . , ' • • : / / 2: 86 778 931 'V 97 , ■ 546 . 653

- Partial• • 1 ; 89 . 800 957 100 560 670

Trlgon •“ -
12 stall- None , ■2 80 733 877 ,90 514 615

Partial . 1 82 748 . 895 • 92 . .524 • 627 -
16 stall None - . 2 88' 793 . 949 V 99 . . 556 665

.Partial* ■ ■,'■1:-■■■■■ 90 808 ; 967 : .101 ■ 565 676
.18. stall None . . • ' 2 ; 96 851 . 1018 108 = 595- 712 .

Partial ,• • 1 98 . - 866 : 1035 110 : 604 _ 723
. 22- stall None . h • 2 102 894 1070 115 625 ■ 748

Partial 1 ■ 104 908 1086 117 ." 634 759 .

Polygon
16 stall . None ... ■ ■■ ' 87 . 786: 940. 98 ' - 551 • .659

Partial ''.V :> 97 ; - 859 1028 109 . . 600 ■ 718 .
24. stall Partial*1 ■ 1 : ii2 918 ' 1098 126 . • 622 - - 745 -

Partial*. 2 138 1518 1816 155 1085 1298
Partial ̂  * - 2 . 138 1294 1548 - 155 ; ' 909 1088

. 32 stall Partial11 2 161 ' 1771 .2120 181 /, ■ 1267 1516

Footnotes on facing page.



^High production is 60 lb/day for 305 days lactation or 18,300 lbs annual
production.

bProduction with 3X/day milking is 15% higher than with 2X/day milking 
or 21,045 lb annual production.

c  .Cows per hour exclusive of set up, clean up and cow movement. (Note
that steady state throughput is. lesser with high producing cows.)

^With 3X/day milking the production at each milking is less and through
put increases 10-15% above 2X/day milking»

24 •eMC/24 Hrs - —  - (ST + CT + MT) SST :Me
where CM = milk cows

 ̂MF = milking'frequency 
ST = set up time 
CT - clean up time 
MT - cow movement time \

. SST = steady state throughput

£TC;. | § € M

where CM = milk cows
TC = total cows or herd size "

^Crowd Gates, Power Gates, Prep. Stalls and Detachers. 
h
Crowd Gates, Power Gates,.Feed Bowl Covers and Detachers.

^Crowd Gates, Power Gates and Feed Bowl Covers. (Note that this configura
tion without detachers has same steady state throughput yet technical 
capacity is lessened due to parlor shut down for cow movement).
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Table 6. Technical capacity of milking parlors with high produc- 
tion. ■ . '

ZX/dsy*   3:C/dr,vb

Parlor Tyre Mechanization
Nucber
Milkers

, Steady
. State .̂ Milk'. - 
Throu^hbut!2 Cows e

•Total 
Cows f

S teady
State 7 Milk 

Throuzhnut' Cows • Tc"‘If

Side Opening
6 stall None 1 47 463 5,54 53 328 392 .

Partial^ - 1 ' 58 357 : 666: 65 391 468
8 stall . Kone 2 : 56 540 646 63 381 456

Partial^ 1 65 615 736 73 432 517
10 stall ' . None 2 65 615 736 ' 73 432 517

Partial° 1 75 695 832 84 486 582

Herringbone
Double- A None - 1 :-37' • 372 445 ■ 42 266 ■ . 318

Partial 1 41 309 490 46 289 346
Double 6 ■■ None ■ 2 . 60. 573 - 686 67 ■ .402 481

Partial 1 60 573. 686 67 402 481
Double 8 • None . 2 : 72 671 - 803 81 472 . 565

Partial 1 ‘ 70 655 : 784 79 462 553
Double 10 ■ None h . 2 • V 82 748 895 92 ■: 524 627

Trigoa

Partial 1 • ; 76 703 841 86 495 592

12 stall None , 2 , 70 ‘ 655 784 79 462 553
■ Partial 1 70 ' 655/ - 784 79 462 553

16 stall None , 2 80 733 877 90 514 615
Partial 1 80 733 877 90 . 514 615

18 stall None ' 2 ■ 88 793 . 949 99 556 ‘ 665
• Partial 1 88 793 949 99 556 665

22 stall None 
Partial1

2 - 94 837 1002 - 105 582 696 .
1 . 94 837 1002 105 532 696

Polygon
16 stall. None 2 85 771 , 923 96 ‘ 542 649

Partial 1 95 840 1005 107 591 707
■ 24 stall Partial?1

Partial?
1 100 840 1005 ■ 112 ■ 568 630.
2 126 1386 1659 142 • 994 1190

Partial1 2 . 126 1197 1433. . 142 . 844 1010
,32 stall Partial? \ 2 ; 149 1639 1961 , 168 1176 1407

Footnotes on facing page.
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MT = cow movement time: 15 minutes per 100 cows = C^)
SST = steady state, throughput. ; ^

Total cows or herd sizes at technical capacity are milk cows .

plus dry cows. Typical annual lactations are 305 days and thus milk 
305cows are 355* the herd size or

W , v ' '  TC = 365 CM
305

. where . : CM •= milk cows.

TC - total cows orchard size

A number of observations are apparent from the data in Table 

5 and Table.. 6_6 %en: partial mechaniziation is added to any milking : 

parlor the number of milkers per shift is reduced - .and. the; s t eady state 
throughput is increased« The. steady state throughputs are mostly based 
on observations and are''extrapolated-where, observed • data’was not avail—  ; 
able. . High producing cows take longer to milk, and so the throughputs . 

in Table 6 are lower than those in Table 5. .. Cows milked 3X/day give 

less .milk per milking and so they move through the parlor faster. Thus 

throughputs are consistently higher with.3X/day milking. .This increase 

in throughput ranges from 10-15%.

Tables.5 and 6 facilitate the comparison of technical capacities 

for various parlors. For example, the Double 8 Herringbone, the Trigon 

16 and the Polygon 16 each have the. same number of milk stalls, yet the 

technical capacity of ■ each parlor is different. :' With typical:production 

and 2X/day milking the technical capacities are 895, 967 and 1,028, 

respectively.



'Milking Parlor.Investment•Costs 

■ -Milking parlor construction and- equipment- costs are- given in 
Table 7. ;;The cost figures were obtained from contractors and dairymen / 
in westem U.S. who .built parlors" during 1979. . .

;■ Milk Cow Replacement - 
Three options,are available to.acquire cows for herd .expansion, 

and for replacement purposes. These are leasing cows, purchasing cows 

dr raising replacement heifers. ■

Leased Cows
Leasing cows allows the dairyman to .acquire cows, without invest

ment in cows, youngstock or youngstock. f acilities and without committing 

equity as-: security for borrowed money , for cow purchases« Lease costs ■ 

are high but they are a direct deduction from ordinary- income. Leasing 

is not common practice in Arizona; however, it is available from the 

Dairy Farm Leasing Company locat ed.in -Minneapolis, Minneso ta.

Purchased Cows
. \;:Puf.chasingv:’initiaLl;':;herd. and replacement heifers - entails a sig- - 

nificant annual cash requirement; however there is no investment re— 

quired for youngstock or youngstock facilities. -Additionally there is 

no annual cost for youngstock feed, facilities and.:labor.- There are tax , 

benefits in - that some cows would qualify for investment credit and all %- 

purchased animals can be depreciated.
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Table. 7 1979-80 milking parlor . costs.

Parlor Type Building3 b : Equipment•. c. . Meehan iz at ion . , Total
Side-opening : 
6 stall

: 60,560 64,000 • 12,500 : 137,060

Side-opening 
8 stall

74,700 77,900 ; .14,400 167,000

Side-opening 
10 stall

79,740 87,400 . . a>viB;,30p; : . . . 183,440

Herringbone 
Double 4

39,996 36,400 17,120 : . . 93,516

Herringbone 
Double 6

.52,320 47,400 21,480 .121,200

Herringbone 
Double 8

65,330 56,800 25,840 147,970

Herringbone 
Double 10

75,960 65,700 y 30,200 171,860

Trigon '
12 stall .

58,704 :\ :47,400 ' 21.880 I;.:' 127,984

Trigon 
16 stall

69,530 56,800 26,240 152,570

Trigon : ^ ■ 
18 stall

V 79,740 63,200 28,420 171,360

Trigon 
22 stall

' 87,876 67,700 32,780 . 188,356

Polygon .I; 
16 stall .

: 90,260 57,300 . 28,240 , 175,800

Polygon 
24 stall

134,088 80,600 37,960 252,643

Polygon 
32 stall , '

164,850 93,800 46,680 . 305,330

Source: ■ Armstrong 19.79b,

^Includes electricity, plumbing, -hot, water and holding pen for approxi
mately .1 hr of milking. Office, :milk house: and storage $ 2 5 / s q , f t ... 
milking parlor $21/sq.ft, and holding pen $15/sq.ft.
^Equipment includes,refrigeration, milk storage, milking equipment,

. stalls and feed sugars,
c - \ . '' " V " ' ' -. Mechanization includes power gates, crowd gates, feed bowl covers and 
. detachers.
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Raised Replacements ,

Purchasing .initial herd and raising, replacements involves the 

highest investment for a given herd size due to investment in calves5 

heifers and facilities. Annual costs for feed, facilities and labor 

are also higher. There are tax benefits in that revenue from cull cows 

that were raised is capital gain rather.than ordinary income. Farmers, 

who raise their replacement heifers contend that they: are also better 

able to control the genetic improvement of their herds.

Milking Frequency 
The milking, frequency alternatives considered here are to milk 

2X/day or 3X/day.' As shown in. Tables 5 and 6 the technical capacity of 

each milking parlor is higher with 2X/day milking.. Accordingly the 

total investment at technical capacity is higher with 2X/day- milking 
due to a larger investment in cows and corrals.' Milking frequency must 

be determined from the. projection.of net cash flows and profitability 

as indicated by rates of returns. The milking frequency that will pro

vide the highest net cash flows and highest profits:should be selected.

Milk Base

The United Dairymen of Arizona (UDA) is a bargaining and supply 

cooperative whose members market over 90% of the milk in Arizona. The 

UDA awards "milk base" to members according to their production in base 
earning periods. A pound of "milk base" is the.authorization to market 

a pound of milk every day through the UDA for the "quota” milk price. 

Milk marketed in excess of milk base owned is sold, at the "over-quota"
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price.-.-Milk '-base- waiS; being transferred between UDA members at $20-$25

per pound during.1979. This, is an additional investment alternative.



CHAPTER 4

METHODOLOGY FOR. EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

The methodology developed is for determining the investment, in 
a milking facility, cows and corrals that achieves adequate cash flow 

for debt service,.family living and income taxes without exceeding any 
borrowing constraint„■ Debt service Includes.principal and interest 
payments» '-Alternatives that achieve adequate cash flow can then be 

evaluated to determine the maximum profit alternative. The’methodology 

developed to;evaluate cash flow and profits for the various mixes of * 
•alternatives and'herd sizes uses-graphic analysis. Financial factors 

' are calculated for each milking parlor and mix, of alternatives over a 

range of herd sizes up to the technical capacity of the parlor. The 

graphs provide approximations that suffice for comparison of the. various 

alternatives-. Once the best combination is determined graphically, ; 

precise budget development can follow-

Calculations

The financial factors that are calculated and plotted on the. 

graphs are 1) total investment, 2) maximum borrowed capital, 3) equity 

capital, 4) annual net cash flow, 5) before tax annual net returns, and 

..6) before tax rates of returns. These factors are the decision criteria 

for selecting a dairy operation.
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Total Investment 5 'Borrowed Capital 
and Equity

The total investment is-the sum of the dollar value of land, 
buildings, corralsy livestock,, equipment and machinery for each dairy 
operation over.the range of possible herd sizes. Equity is the inere- 

ment of the total investment that is committed from the net worth of 

the entrepreneur or dairyman in this case,. The remainder of the total , 

investment is borrowed funds. .This borrowed capital consists of long 

term loans on real estate and intermediate term loans on the personal 

property in the dairy operation. -.‘Lenders^typically';require security on 
these loans in the form of equity in varying amounts. The maximum 

borrowed capital is contingent on•the equity available.

where I -.total investment 

. ; . E = equity or net worth and

L ? borrowed capital or liabilities

• Annual Net Cash Flow

The annual net cash flow is the sum of annual cash inflow minus 

the sum of annual, cash outflow. Calculations herein /include-zdebt'pay- 

ment's^but ■'exclude-:;’fatoily■■ vltftdrawals-''and:;':ln'come tax payments.

Before Tax Annual Net Returns

v • The before tax annual net-returns Care, the average, annual cash "■

■ and noncash.revenues minus the cash and noh-cash cdstsv Cash revenues .

• are cash.sales of milk and livestock.. Cash costs are the cash operating, 

costs o A common non-cash item in a dairy o per at ion is an . annual change



in inventory. An increase in inventory is. a non-casti revenue and a - de

crease ,is a non-cash cost. Another non-cash cost is depreciation. 

Depreciation is included .here. ' Chan:ge:ŝ in inventory - are assumed to,;be 
zero. > " : ' ' . ^: '- ; ' ;;:'-/%:

: .-There are two types of average . annual' net: returns calculated .
The net return to management and total investment does not include in-. 

terest .payments, on-borrowed .capital as a cost. . The net .return to :' 
management . and equity does include these interest paymens as a cost.

(2) R,- ™  - Tc : , ' ; ; /  -.
: wherei; = return to management and total investment v 

: TR = total revenue 

TC = total costs

: ^  = i(i-E) ; : . ■. V
: where:; R^ = .return; to 'management and equity

- i - average interest rate, on-borrowed capital

Rates of. Returns :
. The rates:of returns - facilitate comparison of the.profitability 

of the alternative dairy operations. The rate of return, on total ih- 
.vestment is the■return on. management and;total investment -divided by 

the total investment. The rate of return on-equity, is the return on 

management and equity divided by the equity. These rates of returns 

are calculated and plotted. :
r v . v  ;

' 1 . ' ; . v ‘ . - : . : 
where:. r_ = rate of return on total investment
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(5) ^  ^  - id - E)

where: r^ =  rate of return on equity

i(I - E) = interest paid, on borrowed capital

Maximum.Profits
The return on management and investment is the profit on the 

investment and is considered herein to be a function of the total in
vestment/ The return on management and equity is the profit for the 
dairyman«

(6) 7TI = = F[I]
where: rr̂. = profit on investment .

(7) tfe = = F[I] - i(I-E)

where: = profit on equity

To maximize.profits it is necessary.to satisfy the condition:

(8) dTT
= F ' - i = 0dl

Substituting equation- (7) into equation (5) results in the 
following expression for the. rate of return on equity:

(9) /rE ■ m  I

, To maximize, the rate of return on equity it is necessary to 

satisfy the condition:

di; e e

After simplifying equation (10), we find that the condition for 

maximum profits and for maximum rate of return on equity are:
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Therefore maximizing the rate of return:on a given equity con

tribution results ill maximum profits. :

Maximum Borrowing Capability - ■
■Lenders advise that the amount of money a farmer can borrow 

depends on ̂ the: !lFour■ C ?s of Credit" which are:': Character, 2)

Collateral, 3) Capability and 4) Cash. Flow. .
• Character includes personal honesty, integrity and trustworthi

ness. Collateral is the amount of security or equity a borrower can :
.pledge to the lender, : Capability, refers to the management skills 

demonstrated in, operating, the business. Cash flow is. the projected : . ...■ • 
returns available for .debt service.

Discussions with loan officers of lending institutions regularly 

doing, business with Arizona dairymen provided an.estimate of the maximum 

borrowing capability for investment in dairy operations. The concensus • 

is that an individual, with suitable character -and capability could ' 

borrow up to 75% for long term investment.in real property, up to 50%. 

for intermediate term investment in personal property and up to 100% 

for short term loans for operating capital, providing the projected, cash 

flow is adequate to cover debt service. : Long term loans are typically • 

20-30 year mortgages bn land, buildings,:corrals And wells. Inter
mediate term., loans are typically 5-7 year loans for machinery, cattle 

and equipment. Short, term loans, three, to twelve months, are for feed 

purchases and are not considered here as investment borrowing. Lending, 

institutions prefer not to accept milk base as collateral and so the UDA



milk base necessary . for selling• milk . at the higher /,qudtaM. price mus t. . 
be earned during the-annual; !,base earning period" or purchased with 

equity capital. r

. Graph Construction 

. Figure 12 is an illustration of a typical series of graphs for. 

a specific investment alternative. ; The horizontal axis for each graph 

•is - the . size..of the dairy operation in. imirnber of' cows, : The vertical 

. axes for the investment, graph- and. cash flow graph are dollars. • The 

- :verticai axis for vrates of:return is"in percent.

The. series of graphs are constructed so that the various finan
cial factors related to each size of dairy operation are portrayed, /. 
Construction of the graphs entails calculating'the financial factors' 
for the range of herd sizes and plotting ^  loci of the

points are the curves of the variables considered. Once constructed, \

, • the series', of • graphs can be entered at any one of the variables; . herd 

size or financial factorsand the other variables can be read off the 

: graph. ; . -

: ; " In the sample situation depictedi in Figure 12^ the rate of re

turn on investment is greater than the rate of .return on equity. The. 

average interest rate paid on borrowed capital determines which rate 

of,return is higher. If the rate of return on- the: investment is greater 

than the average interest rate, the rate of return on equity is.greater ' 

than the rate of return on 'investment. •Converselyif the rate of re

turn on- investment is less than the average interest rate, the rate. of
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Figure 12. Sample graph for evaluation of dairy operations.
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return on equity, is less than the rate .of return on investment» This is 

proven as follows:
Subtracting r̂. from both sides of equation (5) yields 

This equation is simplified to

-Cli) rE ^  h = Cri ~'P: ■■ ^v.':

Since I > E then (—  - 1) > 0. Therefore 

if (tj T- i) > 0 then (rg ^ r̂ .) > 0; or, 
if > i then > r^. Conversely

if (rT - i) < 0 then (r„ - r ) < 0;
, : . ■ ■ ■ : . - ■ . or, if r^ < i rthen r- < r^.

. = Evaluation of Alternatives 

/ The;. 1 imit ing ac t d r f or: a d airyman con sider ing an - expans ion in- ' 

•vestment is the net worth constraint. To evaluate the investment 

'alternatives; he :would enter the series, of graphs at his equity- (point 
A) and proceed horizontally until intersecting the minimum equity line 
at point B . . This intersection.establishes the size dairy operation and 
the related- financial factors; . total investment at point C5. annual cash 

flow at point D, rate of return on investment at point E, and rate of 

return on equity at point F. To compare and evaluate, the investment ; 

alternatives requires construction of a separate series of graphs for 

each expansion alternative shown in Figure 6 that is to be considered.

. The feasible alternatives are those with a-herd size that pro

vides a positive annual net cash flow adequate for family living and .
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income taxes. "The graphs of the feasible dairy operations are compared 

" ' to select the most profitable, as indicated by rates of returns; and5. 

the operation with the highest .cash flow possible.: with .an equity . con- ; 

strainto Another consideration not dealt with here.is the most profit
able operation when expanded over time to the technical capacity of the

.The dairy operation.selected will depend oh the individual's 

% situation,, . Some will decide on. the. alternative that provides the high- 

i est. profits- immediately^ Others will .opt for the operation with 
potential for growth to the largest size dairy herd. ,



CHAPTER 5

' • ' EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES:
A TYPICAL EXAMPLE

The .methodology developed In .Chapter .4 is used here to evaluate 
the alternatives in a typical situation facing an Arizona dairyman, The 
situation is a dairyman selling his farm to capitalize on urban expan

sion who estimates a net worth of .$2 million in cash, land, cattle^ 
equipment and milk base. He intends to initiate a dairy operation at 

a new location in;a mechanized Polygon 24 milking,parlor. • The technical 

capacity of this parlor with 2 milkers ranges from 1,660 - 1,800 cows' 

with 2X/day. milking and from .1,190 - 1,300 cows . with 3X/day milking 

(Tables 5 and 6) . He.has-to decide whether to initiate the dairy opera

tion with raised, purchased or leased cows; • with 2X/day or 3X/day milk
ing, and the amount of milk base to purchase.

Graphic-Analysis 
The financial factors (Investment, Maximum Borrowing, Equity,

Net Return, Annual Cash Flow and Rates of Returns) are calculated for 
each alternative in 200 cow increments up to the technical capacity of 

the Polygon 24. The data used as a basis for calculation of the finan

cial factors is extrapolated from budgets generated by.the University of 

Arizona Dairy Budget Generator Program.using 1979 cost/price information.
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Investment"

The investment in a dairy operation with a Polygon 24 milking fac 
ility and various herd sizes is shown in Table 8. There are three types 
of investment costs considered here; fixed investment costs, lumpty in
vestment costs and per cow investment costs.

Fixed Investment Costs: These costs are the polygon 24 milking 

parlor with milk house9 office, holding pen, plumbing and electrical 

hookOup;.the equipment including stalls, milking system, milk storage, 

milk cooling and parlor feed system; and the mechanization including 

crowd gate, power entry/exit gates, feed bowl covers and automatic de

tachers . They are fixed regardless of herd size; raised, purchased or 
leased cows;.2X/day or 3X/day milking; and, milk base acquisition.

Lumpy Investment Costs. These costs are for the wells/water stdr 

age system, parlor waste disposal system, machinery for moving feed, 

livestock and supplies. They are fixed in the smaller herd sizes and 

increase in lumpy increments as the numbers of livestock increase.

Per Cow Investment Costs. . Costs, that increase on a per cow basis 

include cows, corrals, milk base, cool shades, land, youngstock and calf/ 

heifer facilities. The youngstock and youngstock facilities investment ... 

costs only apply to the raised replacement alternatives. The per • cow 

costs typically account for over 90% of the investment costs and so the 

total investment lines on the graphs are approximately.straight lines.

.Equity‘
The minimum equity requirement for the herd sizes of each alter

native is the difference between the maximum borrowing capability and



Table 8. Polygon 24 Investment costs.

Herd Size

A. Parlor
: 200 400 . 600 .800. 1 ,000 - _ 200 1.1400 1,600 1 tifll)134,068 134,068 134.088 , 134,088 1 14,088 134,086 134,068 134,088 134,088

n. Milk Stalls 35.260 .35,260 35,260 ' .35,260 35,260 . 35,260 35,260 35,260 , 35,260
C. Parlor Eqtilp,. • 106,100 106,100 106,100 106,100 106,100 106,100 10:6,100 106,100 106,100
D. Calf Facilities3, ($60/cov) 12,000 24,000 36,000 .48,000 60,000 72,000 84,000 96,000 108,000

Corrnlsa ($360/cow) 72,000 144,000 216,000 268,000 360,000 432,000 504,000 ' 576,000 648,000
E. 2 Corrals^ ($197/cow) 39,400 .78,600 118,200 157,600 197,000 236,400 275,800 315,200 354,600
1\ Cool Shades ($154/cow) 30,800 61,600 92,400 123,200 154,000 184,800 ' 215,600 246,400 277,200
C. Wells A,'as te 60,400 60,400 60,400 60,400 73,600 73,600 73,600 ; 106,800 f06,COO
11. Machinery 76,000 76,000 ' 112,400 112,400 . 130,750 . 130,750 .165,000 ■■■■. • 165,000 185,000
I. ̂ 'Cattle? ($1,B60/cou) 372,000 744,000 1,116,000 1,488,000 1,060,000 2,232,000 2,604,000 2,976,000 3,348,000
I.2 Cou3c ($l,200/cou) 240,000 480,000 720,000 960,000 1,200,0.00 1,440,000 1,680,000 1,920,000 2,160,000
J. Land (AO,000 + $160/cow) 72,000 , 104,000 136,000 168,000 200,000 2.32,000 264,000 .296,000 328,000
K. Milk Base ' $23/lb

15.250.0 avc. 41.78 ib/cou
16.012.5 ave. 43.87 lb/coy
16.675.0 avc. 45.68 lb/coy
17.537.5 ave. .48.05 Ib/c.ov
18.300.0 ave. 50,14 Ib/cou

192,192
201,802
.211,412221,022
230,632

384,384
403,604
422,824
442,044
461,264

576,576
605,406
634,236
663,066
691,896

768,768
807,208
045,648
684,088
922,528

960,960
1,009,010
1,057,060
1,105,110
1,153,160

1,153,152
1.210,812
1,268,472
1,326,132
1,383,792

1,345,344 
1,412,614 
1,479,884 
1,547,154 
1,614,424

1,537.536
1,614,416
1,691,296
1,76.8,176
1,845,056

1,729,728
1,816,218
1,902,708
1,989.198
2,075,088

a6 Items D-̂ p applicable with raised replacements only,

b<, Item Eg applicable with leased and purchased cows onlyo 

Co Item Ig applicable with purchased cows only* 4>
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the total investment.. The /maximum. borrowing eapabillty is calculated 
using the;guidelines discussed earlier3 that is, 75% of real property 

"amortized over 25 years plus 50% of personal property amortized over 

seven years.. The • interest rate used for long ..term mortgages was 10.1% .

and for intermediate term loans.is 12%. The annual debt payments for .

:the real estate mortgages and the personal property loans were calcu- . 

lated and interest payments were used as a cost in calculating the annual 

net.return to the ownerTs management .and equity.

Cash Flow with Polygon 24

The before tax annual net .cash flow is the cash inflow minus the 

cash outflow'. This is the cash received from milk and; livestock .sales . 
minus cash paid for operating costs ;:and debt service. Any family cash 

withdrawals or income tax payments are not included.

Net Returns with Polygon 24
The before tax annual, net return to the owner? s management and 

aquity is revenue from milk and livestock sales minus operating: costs 9. 
depreciation and •interest on" borrowed investment capital. - The•before.tax

annual"net return to-management and investment is revenue from milk and 

livestock.sales minus operating costs and depreciation only.

Rates/ of Returns with Polygon 24 ,

.The rate of return on equity is the return on management and 

equity divided by the equity. The rate of return on investment is the 

Vreturn orp mahagemeiit; and investment divided .by the total investment.
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Figure 13. Evaluation of raised replacements, 2X/day milking,

no milk base.
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Figure 14. Evaluation of raised replacements, 2X/day
milking, sufficient milk base.
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Figure 15. Evaluation of raised replacements, 3X/day milking,
no additional milk base for production increase.
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Annua! Cash Flow

Figure 16. Evaluation of raised replacements, 3X/day milking,
sufficient milk base.
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• Raised.Replacements 
Figures 13 to 16 are the graphs developed to evaluate the mechanized 

Polygon 24 milking parlor with raised replacements, different milking fre

quencies and different levels of milk base. The net returns, cash flows, 

and rates of returns are based on revenues and costs pertinent to a dairy 
operation that is raising calves and heifers for.replacement stock. All 

heifer calves are raised and those springer, heifers not needed to replace 

the 30% annual cull and 3% mortality in the milking herd are sold. Re
venues and costs are as indicated in Tables 9 and 10.

Figure 13 is the series of three graphs developed to evaluate a 

dairy operation with raised replacements that is milking 2X/day with typi

cal annual milk production of 15,250 lbs of 3.5% milk per cow, with no milk 

base. Most Arizona dairymen market their milk through the UDA and those who 

haven11 • earned or purchased milk base must accept the lower "over-quota" 
price for milk sales. As indicated in Figure 13 the lower milk price makes 

an option without milk base infeasible. With a.$2 million equity and no 

investment in milk base the herd size is.1,550 cows. Regardless of herd 

size, the operation would be infeasible because the annual cash flow is 

negative at all herd sizes and. is decreasing with size.

Figure 14 is the series of three graphs developed to -evaluate the 

same dairy operation as in Figure 13 with sufficient milk base possessed so 

that the 15,250 lbs. annual milk production per cow is marketed at the high

er nquotaTI price. In this' case there is investment in milk base and so the 

herd size with a $2 million .equity is reduced to 870 cows. This option is. 
feasible since there is a projected positive $50,000 net annual cash flow for 

‘family living and income taxes. The rates of returns are low at the initial
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- Table 9. Revenues.

Milk" Sales per Cow. per Year
■ Production Situation . .Dollars/Cow6

■ 2X/day; milking
15,250. lb. annual-production " ■ 

" No" Milk base possessed
Over quota price ($10.50/cwt)

: ' 1,601.25 .■

2X/day milking 
- 15,2.50 lb. annual production. 

Sufficient milk base possessed 
Quota price ($12.50/cvt)

; : 1,906.25

3X/day -milking ^
. 17,537.5;. lb.. annual product ion 

.■.- • v No - additional milk base-
' ' 152;5 cw.t @ quota price ($12.24)

22.875 cwt @ over quota price.($10.24)
: : :/ -2,100.84 / . ; ; .

3X/day milking . , ' 
17,537.5 lb. annual production . ■ _

;/Sufficient milk base: ; " 
Quota price C$ 12.24)3

: 2,146.59. / /:

"Livestock Sales per Cow per Year
" ..Raised : 

■ ' Replacements
•• Purchased Leased 

■ Cows '■ Cows
- • • Calf Sales6

Heifer* @ $100 .
' , Bull* ... 0 $ 50 ,• 23,75 ••

47.5 47.5 
: 23.75 •: 23.75

-; Heifgr ' 5
• Springer; @ $1200. . " - 88.33 ■

-• Cull Sales 
• .. Heifer11 ‘ @ $. 50/lb. : 7.63 

Cows1 ... @ .$.50/lb.. : 195.00 ' 195.00
Dead Sales1 

. Heifer @ $25 .33 
Cows . • @ $25 .75 . .75 .75

• Total - -. ." • 315.79 : 267.00  ̂ 72.00 ■

.aRaised? purchased and. leased cows. .
^15% increase in production with 3X/day milking
No milk base acquired for 15% increase in production,

z d - " ■' • • . .Milk prices adjusted - $,26 for decrease in butterfat
associated with:15% increase.in.production,

550% heifer and 50% bull calves born.
. ' f '■ . ■ - : .5% calves b o m  dead or deformed ‘ .

^Mortality Rates: ealves 0^12 mo, ;8%; . yearlings 13-24 mo . 3%;
. cows 24 mo. >  3%.
h ' \ . - . -Sterility rate 4%.
±  • . ■ " ‘ ' ■ ' . - . " ■• Cull rate 30%.



Table 10« Operating costs.

0-500 500-900 900-1,300
Herd Size3 
1,300-1,500 1,500-1,700 1,700-1,900

Polygon 24 Parlor Equipment 
and Mechanization'3

Depreciation 18,135 18,135 18,135 V 18,135 18,135 18,135

Taxes 3,663 3,663 3,663 3,663 3,663 3,663
Insurance 1,610 1,610 1,610 1,610 1,610 1,610
Repairs & Main. 13,955 13,955 13,955 13,955 13,955 : 13,955

Wells, Water Storage 
Waste Disposal & Machinery

Depreciation 15,426 20,826 24,518 29,656 31,870 34,870
Taxes 1,652 2,120 2,509 2,954 3,318 3,578
Insurance 1,299 1,839 2,147 2,662 2,734 . 3,034
Repairs & Maint. 15,784 21,544 25,336 30,816 32,808 36,008
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Table 10— Continued <,

Per Cow Costs1 that Dp Not Vary, with Milk Production ■

LI Raised '
‘Replacements

Purchased . 
Cows

Leased
Cows

c ’ -Depreciation 48.85 34.00 34.00
Taxes ' ■ 16.25 . - - ̂ ; 13:.:60 ■ ■ 5.80

eInsurance 11.32 7.60 7.60
• ■ f • Repairs and Maint. ' . 22.70 : v 16.50 ' 16.50

Fuel : v:''; 25.od : . 22.00 22.00
Utilities ' 26.00 : 20.00 20.00
Labor :, - 140.00. ; 100.00 100.00
Breeding- 15.00 :<,'r 15,00 15.00
Veterinary. 7.50 7.50 : 7.50
Forage and Youngstock Feed - ■841.00 530.00 ; 530.00
Cow Purchase ■ 400.00
Cow Lease 576.00
Mortality Replacement 36.00
Total 1,153.62 1,166.20 1,370.40

Per Cow Costs that Vary with Milk Production

. 2X/day milking %
15,250 lb. annual production Dollars/cow

'Feed concentrate 482.60
Milk hauling 36.60
.Coop, fees 36.60
Supplies 43.00

. Production testing . 10.20

. Milking] - 59.00 - 99.00
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Table 10-— Continued.

3X/day milking . . . ; . 
17 ̂ 53'7 ; 5 lb v - annual product ion Dollars/cow®

■ v .  i -  . --- Feed concentrate 
' Milk hauling 
Coop, fees 
Supplies . ;
Production
Additional Utilities 
Milking labor^

: . 548.40 
- 42.09

42.09 .
- 64.00 

11.52 
10.00
83.00-138.00

2L■: Same costs for raised, -purchased and leased cows.
. b ' • •Same costs regardless of herd size.
CCalf pens, corrals, cool shades.
^  • 'Calf pens, corrals, cool shades, cattle, land.
0 ' -Calf pens, cool shades, f eed inventory.
Calf pens, corrals, cool shades.

- ^Same costs for raised, purchased;.and leased cows.
^15% increase with 3X/day milking.
; Qh e pound add it ional concentrate^ per 2.-5, pounds additional milk 

‘ production.
■■ i . -■ ' - . . : ' . ■ ■■ ' ■ V:'Milking labor costs vary with herd size:
, MLC = WR X NM X LH X 365 ■ 

where: WR = hourly wage rate
NM = number of milkers
LH ~ labor hours per day

and: LH = MF [CM + CT + ST + CM_. (MT) ]
SST 100 /

KF = milking frequency 
- CM —. number' milk cows 
SST = steady state troughput 
CT = clean up time
ST = set up time -
MT = movement time of 100 cows



. 870 cow herd size but are -acceptable at the technical capacity of the 

m i ^  .. - V - ' \ i'-
Figure 15 is the series of three graphs, developed to evaluate the 

. /$2 million equity investment;, in a dairy operation with raised replace

ments that is milking 3X/day with a 15% increase in milk production to 
17,537.5 lb. per, cow. With this production increase the quality.of milk 
is lessened to 3.3% butterfat and the milk price is adjusted accordingly.

No additional milk base is added so 15,250 lb. of milk is marketed at the 

higher •l-quota, price" and the. 15% increase (2,287,5 lb. ) resulting from 3X/ 

.day milking is marketed at the lower "over-quota price". Since there is 
no additional investment for milk base with this:option the herd size is 

870 cows,, the same as.the previous option. This dairyoperation is feas

ible with approximately $113,000 net.annual cash flow for family living and 

v income taxes . The- rates of returns are acceptable at.: the . initial :870 cow 

herd size and would be even* better- at the technical capacity of the parlor.

Figure 16 is 'the series of three graphs.developed to evaluate a . 

dairy operation with raised replacements that is milking 3X/day with a 15% 

^increase: in .production'and sufficient milk base possessed so that all milk 
is sold at the higher "quota price11. The additional investment in .milk 

base reduces the initial herd size to 820 cows. This option is the best 

, possible-with raised replacements.

Table 11 summarizes the results determined from, the series of 

graphs. . Three X/day milking of 820 cows.projects the highest annual net 

cash flow and the highest rates of returns. Additionally, this option 
projects the. most profitable operation at the -1echnical capacity of the . ' 

Polygon 24 milking parlor with raised replacements. The rate of return. '



Table 11o Raised replacements: Characteristics with $2 million equity investment,

Dairy Operation
Herd
Size

Net Cash 
Flow

% Return on 
Investment3

%
Equity

% Return on 
Equity3

No o $ % % %
3X/day Milking and 
Sufficient Milk Base 820 135,000 8.9 V 57 7.6

3X/day Milking Without 
Added Milk Base for 
Increased Production 870 113,000 „ 56 5.9

2X/day Milking 
Sufficient Milk Base 870 50,000 6.9 56 3.1

2X/day Milking 
No Milk Base ' 1,550 -315,000 0.3 ; 4 3 . -14.1

a ' °Average annual interest rate on borrowed capital ranges from 11.4% to 11.6%. This Is greater than
the rate of return on Investment, therefore this rate of return on investment is -greater, than the
rate of return on equity. (rT < i .\ r„ < f^)-L t 1

Ln
VO



on investment because the rate of return on investment is less than the 

. average interest rate paid on borrowed.money (r_ < i therefore r_ < rT) .

Purchased-Replacements 
Figures 17 to 20 are the graphs developed to. evaluate the 

mechanized Polygon 24 milking parlor with purchased replacements, dif
ferent milking frequencies and different levels of milk base possessed. 

The net returns, cash flows, and rates of returns are based on revenues .

.and costs pertinent to a dairy operation that is not.raising:any heifers9 

but instead is selling all calves and purchasing all replacement cows. .
' One. third of: the; milking, herd•• is purchased .annually to; replace the 30% 

cull and ..3%. mortality 0 Revenues and costs are as indicated: in Tables 
9 and. 10. . :  ■ ' ' - . : , '

Figure 17 . is the series of. three graphs developed to evaluate 

-a dairy operation .with .purchased replacements that.is milking 2X/day 

with typical annual milk production of 15,250 lbs. of 3.5%.bf. milk per 

cow and no milk base. With no investment in milk base, there is unused 
equity at the technical, capacity of Uhe P o l y g o n  24 milking, .parlor.

. This is not a  feasible option because-ihe; net annual cash flow and the 

rates of. returns at all herd1 sizes Is-negative..
: Figure 18 is the series of. three graphs developed to evaluate

the same operation as Figure 16 with sufficient milk base possessed so 

that the milk is sold at the.higher "quota price". With investment in 

.milk* base, but no investment in youngstock or youngstock facilities, the 

herd size is .1,025 cows. This operation is feasible with $90,000 

projected net annual cash flow available for family living and income
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Figure 17. Evaluation of purchased replacements 2X/day milking,
no base.
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Figure 18. Evaluation of purchased replacements 2X/day milking,
sufficient milk base.
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tax. The, initial rate of .returns are low but the projection is for ac

ceptable rates of returns at the technical capacity of the Polygon 24„ 

Figure 19 is the series of three graphs developed to evaluate 
the $2 million equity investment in a dairy operation with purchased 

replacements that is milking 3X/day with a 15% increase in milk produc
tion to 17,537.5 lb. per cow. . With this increase in production the 

quality of milk is changed to 3.3% butterfat and the price is adjusted 

accordingly. A total of 15,250 lbs. / cow is marketed annually at the ... 

"quota" price and the 15% increase (2,287.5 lbs.) resulting from 3X/day 

. milking, is marketed at the "oyer quota" price. Since there is no ad- 

ditionai investment for milk base with this option, the herd size is 
1,025 cows, the same as the previous operation with 2X/day milking.
This dairy operation is feasible with $160,000 net annual.cash flow' 

available for family living and income tax. The rates of returns are 

good at this initial herd size and the projection is for very good rates 

of return at technical capacity of the milking parlor.

Figure 20 is the series of graphs developed to evaluate a dairy 

operation with purchased replacements.. that is milking 3X/day with a 15% 
increase in production with sufficient milk base possessed so that all 

milk is sold at the higher "quota" price. The additional investment in 

milk base reduces the initial herd size to 985 cows. This option is the 

best possible with purchased replacements.

Table 12 compares the options with purchased replacements. 3X/ 

day milking of 985 cows projects the highest net annual cash flow and 
. the.highest rates, of returnsAdditionally, this option projects the



Table 12. Purchased replacements,: Characteristics with $2 million equity investment •

Dairy Operation Herd
Size

Net Cash 
Flow

% Return on 
Investmenta • 1Equity

% Return 
on Equitya

No. . % ;
3X/day Milking and 
Sufficient Milk Base 985 200,000 ... 10.4 : 60 9.5

3X/day Milking Without 
Added Milk Base for 
Increased Production 1,025 160,000 9.4 61 8.2

2X/day Milking 
Sufficient Milk Base . 1,025 90,000 7.4 61 4.8

2X/day Milking 
No Milk Base , 1,816 -320,000 -1.9 :44 \ -19.4

^Average annual interest rate on borrowed capital ranges from 11.4% to 11.6%. This is greater than
the rate of return on investment, therefore this rate of return on investment is greater than the
rate of return on equity (r < i r < r ) .i t i

ON



v  H  ■ , V  -  67 "most profitable operation when .herd expansion is completed to the tech
nical capacity of the Polygon 24 milking parlor.

Leased Cows
Figures 21. and 22 are.developed to evaluate the mechanized 

Polygon 24 milking facility with leased cows milked 2X/day and 3X/day.. 

The net returns cash f lows. and rates of returns are based on revenues 
■and costs pertinent to a •dairy .operation that is leasing cows. The 

lease costs used here are those, offereed in 1979 by the Dairy Farm 
Leasing - Company in Minneapolis, Minnesota. The rates are $4.00 per 
month per $100 cost of cow on a 36 month lease. . At the end. of the 36 

= months the cows are returned to the lessor or may be purchased at fair 

market value. Offspring belong to the lessee. ; The revenues and costs 

areas indicated in Tables 9 and 10.
Figure 21 is the series of three graphs developed to evaluate 

a dairy operation with leased cows that is milking 2X/day with, typical 

milk production of 15 5 250 lbs, of 3.-5% of but ter fat milk per cow. Milk 

base is possessed so that all milk is marketed at the higher "quota” 

price. A $2 million equity investment would .accommodate a 1,5.50-' cow 

herd; however, this option is not feasible since the annual net cash 

flow is negative and decreasing at all herd sizes.

Figure 22 is the.series of three graphs developed to. evaluate a 

dairy operation with leased cows.that is milking 3X/day with a 15% in
crease in production to 17 ,537.5 lbs. per cow and sufficient milk base. 

possessed so that all milk is sold at the "quota” price as adjusted for 
the decrease in butt erf at. ' The additional investment in milk base
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.reduces initial herd size to 1,420 cows; however, this option is not 
feasible at any herd size since the annual net cash flow is. negative at 
all herd sizes. . .

„Several options with leased cows and various production levels . 

were examined. The option depicted in'.Figure 22 was the best of the 
attainable production levels. Since- none of the leased cow options are 
feasible5 these options are discarded.

Dairymen are leasing cows in small numbers to fill out their 

herds and avoid unused facilities. It is illogical that they would . 

lease unless, the return per cow was more than enough to cover all costs 

including the high lease costs. Nevertheless5 information here indi- / 

cates that leasing entire herds at attainable production levels is not 

feasible because of high lease costs.

Purchased Versus - Raised -Replacements'

The..evaluations of raised,, purchased or leased cows, each with ; 

2X/day and 3X/day milking; and, each of these with two levels of milk 
base, revealed six feasible dairy operations at the initial herd size as : 

constrained by the $2 million net worth. The characteristics of these 
/ six feasible operations are summarized in Table 13. The 3X/day milking 

frequency provides higher rates of return on investment and on equity .. 
than similar operations with 2X/day:milking frequency.

.The^necessity of milk/base was clearly indicated in the evalua

tions . Those options without milk base were not feasible. Acquisition 

of:milk base can be a problem. Milk base requirements range from 36,350 

lbs. for the 870 cbw herd with raised replacements to 47,237 lbs. for



Table 13„ Evaluation of' feasible dairy operations with Polygbn 24 parlor,

Raised Replacements Purchased Replacements

Projected 
Decision Factors

2X/day 
milking 
15,250 lb 
50 lb base

3X/day 
milking 
+ 15%

50 lb base

3X/day 
milking 
+ 15%

57 .5 lb base

2X/day 
milking 
15,250 lb 
50 lb base

3X/day 
milking 
+ 15%

50 lb base

3X/day 
milking 
+ 15%

57.5 lb base
At initiation of 
expansion
Herd size 870 870 > 820 1,0:25 1,°25 985
Net cash flow $50,000 $113,000 $135,000 $90,000 $160,000 $200,000
Rate of Return 
to Investment

6.9% 8.3% 8.9% 7.4% 9.4% 10.4%

Rate o f Rdturn 
to Equity

3.1% 5.9% 7.0% 4.8% 8.2%:: :: : 9.5%

At completion 
of expansion
■tt j - a -Herd size 1,800 1,300 : 1,300 1,800 1,300 1,300
Net cash flow $200,000 $208,000 $265,000 $230,000 $225,000 $285,000
Rate of Return 
to Investment

8.2% ■ : 9.4% : : 10.2% + 8.8% ; 10.3% 11.2%

Rate of Return 
to Equity

5.8% 7.8% 9.2% . 7.1% 9.5% 11.1%

^Technical capacity of milking parlor

• 71



the best dairy, operation, with purchased cows milked 3X/day• . In 1979, 
the maximum base that could be earned-during the base earning period ... 

was 65% of average milk produced per,day; or, 65%. of the daily pro due- .. 

tion of the average UDA producer (9,784 lbs.), whichever is less. So 

milk base would have to be purchased from a UDA member going out of 

business. An increase in milk base possessed at or near the.same rate 

as herd expansion, is crucial to the profitability of the expansion.

. . The projection that a dairy operation using purchased cows is 

more profitable than one raising replacements, is at variance with the 

current situation.where,most Arizona dairymen raise replacements. The . 

budgets generated as a basis for the net returns'and. cash flows used 
replacement • cow prices .of $1,20,0.00 which is the .average spring 1979 : 

price for. a young cow or springer .heifer capable of producing 15,250 
lbs. in 305 days. This is a high price that seemed to be inflated . 
during spring 1979, because of high beef prices. Nevertheless,•even/ 

with high cow prices and one third of the herd replaced annually, the 

• purchased•.cow/pption is more profitable, with all other alternatives -. 

unchanged.



CHAPTER 6

. , ■ ANALYSIS OF- MILKING FREQUENCY

. Logan et al. (1978) determined the break even production in

crease at 8% to 12% when changing to 3X/day milking- frequency without 

additional investment in cows or facilities (Table 3 and Table 4). 

t-The- evaluation of- alternatives with a polygon 24 milking, parlor, dis-' 

cussed in Chapter 5, showed that with a fixed level of equity contri

bution, .the : 3X/day milking frequency increa.sed annual - net cash, flow and 

.rates of returns when 3X/day milking results in a 15% milk production 
increase. The analysis by Logan et al. and in Chapter 5 both assumed 

no change:in milking parlor. This chapter will extend the analysis to 
determine the optimum milking frequency when initiating investment,

7 i.e. * 11 is it better to invest in a smaller milking, parlor and more 

cows, planning. 2X/day milking; or , to invest in a larger parlor and 

; fewer cows ̂ planning 3X/day milking?". An . early decision on this al- .

• temative is necessary since less land, cows and corrals are needed - .

with the 3X/day milking frequency.

The analysis that follows entails three different comparisons • 

of dairy operations. First is the comparison of two dairy operations, 

similar to that of Logan et al., with the same milking parlors and the 

same number of cows. ■■One is a 16-hour operation milking 2X/day and the 

other is:a 24-dour operat ion. .milking.3X/d ay. ' The second compar ison is 
. of four dairy operations , all are 24’̂hour operations with two milking ::



2X/day and two milking 3X/day. Each 2X/day operation is compared with 
the ;3X/day : operation of appTOximately equal^.iiivestment / : These compar
isons are similar to those in Chapter 5, except different milking 
parlors are compared here, and equal investment is assumed rather than 

equal equityo The third■comparison is of .two dairy operations with 
the same milking parlors operating 24 hours daily. One is.milking 2X/ '

day : and the other is milking fewer cows 3X/day, so that the 2X/day 

operation involves a greater total investment.
Synthetic budgets were used to evaluate and compare the differ

ent dairy operations. These budgets were developed using the Drylot 

Dairy Budget Generator in the University of Arizona DEC TO Computer. 

Assumptions for these budgets are:
1. 1979 cost/price ratios, '

2. 15,250 lb/cow herd average with 15% increase achieved via 3XA

day milking frequency,
3. Milk price adjusted to compensate for butter fat decrease from 

; 3.5%.for 2X/day milking to 3.3% with 3X/day milking’frequency,

• 4 e Additional concentrate for cows on 3X/day milking at the rate 

of 1 lb concentrate per 2.5 lb milk increase, and .
5. Raised replacements.

Comparison of Dairy Operations Having the Same 
Total ‘ Investments Herd Sizes, Facilities and ..

Milking Parlors; But , Different Milking , ^
; Frequencies: and Parlor Usage ,

The dairy operations in this comparison each have a 718 cow herd.

of typical production (Table 5),,and. a Trigon 18 milking.parlor.. One

milks cows 2X/day in 16 hours and the other milks 3X/day in a 24-hour



period:. Table 14 shows the - total investment for each operation. Addi~, 

tional'investment in-milk base is required for the 3X/day operation if 

• the increase in milk production is sold at the UDA "quota" price.

Table 15 is the summary of returns and costs for each dairy op
eration. The, returns for milk sales are based on the "quota" price with

. a price adjustment for the 3X/day operation as hecessary for the anti
cipated 0.2%: decrease in butterfat. As shown the 3X/day operation has 
an increased net return of $719300 or. approximately $100 per - cow with 
milk base possessed so as to receive the "quota" price. If the addi

tional milk base was not possessed and the lower "over-quota" price was

received for the milk production increase9 the milk sales and net re

turn .for the 3X/day operation would be reduced by $32,847. The net 

r return for the. 3X/day operation, without additional milk, base, would- be 

$195,670. This is ah increase of only $38,460 over the 2X/day operation ' 

or an increase of approximately $54 per cow.

 ̂ Table 14 shows that the add it ion al milk has e f o r the 15% milk 

production, increase with 3X/day is valued at $103,500. If 12% interest 

cost was added to the 3X/day operation for this•additional investment 
the net return would be decreased $12,420 (.12 X $103,500). This de

crease would give the 3X/day operation a net return of $216,096 or 

$58,886 higher than the 2X/day operation. Table 16 summarizes the re
turns possible with these options.

This comparison clearly indicates that 3X/day milking.is more 

profitable if a 15% increase in production is achieved. It is important 

to know the percentage increase in production that is necessary with 3X/ 

day milking to break even.
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Table 14.•- Investment: Trigon 18 parlor, 718 cow herd.

Investment Item Dollar Value

. Parlor ;; . ' $79,740.

Equipment 63,200

Mechanization - 28,420
Cooling/Standby Equipment 23,020 .

Calf Facilities ' 38,200

Corrals 258,900

Cool Shades . 108,000
Wells-Waste .60,400 .

Machinery " 103,802

Cattle ■ 1,335,350;

• Land/Excavation . 330,200

. .Total Investment 
■ Without Milk Base

2,429,232

Milk Base Investments:

2X/day 690,000

r(50 lb/cow)(305 days) 
: 1 • 365 X $23/lb X 718 cows] :

- 3X/day 793,500

:: r, -i c ,7 (50 lb/cow) (305 days) X $23/lb. X 718 cows]: : 1 : ' . 365



• Table 15. . Summary of returns ancl costs with 718 cow herd, 2X/day and ■ 
■ -3X/day milking.

718 Cows, 2X/day 718 Cows, 3X/day
Amounts; . ,:.Per Cow '.'■ Amounts Per Cow

■Returns
Milk Sales3 . 1,368,688 1,906 1,541,250 2,146
Livestock Sales 22,675 "  31 ' 22,675 31
Non Cash Revenue 
,. (Replacement Heifers)

I 349,200 486 349,200 • 4; 486

Costs
Serd; Replacemen t : ; - 173,595 . 242 173,595 242

' Depreciation 71,510 100 71,510 100
Property Taxes 16,311 23 v ,  16’311 23
Insurance ; . :ii:/:ll,7i5 16 11,715 .V 16
Repairs & Maintenance 48,977 68 : : 48,977 : : 68
Fuel & Oil ■ 21,952 30 30
Op. Capital Interest 9,000 ■ 12 : - 9,000 ' 12
Feed . 949,914 1,323 998,284 1,390
Wages & Salaries 155,806 ... / 217 176,599 , : 246
Hauling :■ 25,848 , 36 30,220 42
Co-op Fees , 25,848 36 30,220 42
Utilities v ■ 18,668 26 V 25,848 ; 36
Supplies . 30,874 43 - 45,952 . 64
Breeding 10,770 • 15 10,770 ■ 15
Production Testing. ; 7,180 : 10 8,271 11
Veterinary 5,385 7 5,385

- I ;  7 ::
Pretax Returns
Total Returns 1,740 ,563 . : 2,424 1,913,125 2,664 .
Total Costs 1,583,353 2,205 1,684,609 2,346
Net Returns 157,210 . 219 228,516 318 ,;

^Milk sold at "quota" price.-
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Table 16. Summary of net returns with 718 cow herd; 2X/day and 3X/day

7 X'-//.'//..I .,"7-

Trigon 18 Net Returns
718 Cows ■ Total Per Cow

Milk base possessed, ■ 
Milk sold.@ "quota" price 1 $ $

2X/day /. :■ 157,210 219

3X/day ■■'V;: 228,516 318

/difference + -71,306 99

No additional milk base 
Increased milk ■production 
sold @ "over quota" price

' 2X/day . 157,210 - 219

i 3X/day /: '/ly: \ 195,670 273
difference . +: 38,460 ■ •v7v+ : 54

Additional milk base purchased, 
12% interest cost added 
Milk sold @ :"quota" price ■

2X/day 157,210 219

3X/day 216,096 301

difference . + 58,886 + 82

' \



Break Even Calculations
The partial budgeting methodology and worksheet developed by 

Logan • et al .. is used to calculate the break even, percent milk produc
tion increase necessary With a.change to 3X/day milking of a 718 cow 
herd in a Trigon 18 milking parlor.

Worksheet I. Change in revenue due to 3X/day milking

A. Net milk price/cwt: , ' Current 3X/day @
. average quota price

Milk price/cwt. $12.50 $12.50
Less fat. adjustment/cwt. - - .00 - .26
Less hauling fees/cwt. - .' . . ' : . - .24 ' - .24
Less co-op fees/cwt. - .24 - .24
Equals net milk price/cwt. . " $12.02 . $11.76

• B . Revenue from added production:

Current annual milk production 109,495 cwt
Times proportional increase due.to
3X milking X .15
Equals increased production =  16,424 cwt

.. ... Times price/cwt. for added production
(See section A above) X 11.76

:.Equals revenue from added production = $193,146

C. Reduced revenue from current, production: .
(See prices in section A above)

Current average net milk price/cwt. $12.02
Less 3X/day milking net price for 
current production . -■ 11.76

. . Equals price reduction for current /
production due to fat reduction - .26

Times current production X 109,495 cwt
Equals reduced revenue from current . = $28,469.
production

D. Change in revenue: -

Revenue from added production $193,146
Less reduced revenue from current 

. . \  production -' 28,469

Equals change in revenue = $164,677
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Worksheet II. Increase in expenses from 3X/day milking

A. Increased parlor costs: v

Item

Milking labor 
Utilities .
Parlor supplies 
Parlor depreciation

Current annual 
costs

$45,030 X
. 18*668 X
30,874 . X
9,742 . X

Proportional 
. increase .

0.50 
0.30 

:': 0.48 
0.43 :

Total
B.. Increased production testing costs:

$0.11 per cow per mo. X 12 mo. X 718 cows
C. Increased feed and interest costs:

1. Feed
. ̂ : Feed price per cwt.

Divided by cwt. milk per cwt. feed 
Equals feed costs per cwt. milk

. 2. .Interest
Cost of base per cwt.
Divided by 365 cwt. that can be 

delivered in year 
; , Equals investment per cwt. milk ,

Times interest rate 
Equals interest on milk base 
investment:per cwt. milk

Total feed and interest 
costs per cwt. milk 

Times increased production from 
3X/day milking (see Worksheet 
IB)

Equals increased feed and 
interest costs

D. Total increased expenses:
.Increased parlor costs ■
Increased production 

testing costs 
Increased feed and 

interest costs 
. ", Total , .

$6.85
2.5

$2,300

7 365
: = 6.30
X 0.12

, Cost 
increase

$22,515 
5,600 
15,078 
4,179 :

$47,372

$948

$2.74

$0.76

$3.50

X 16,424 cwt
= $57,484

$47,372

■ + 948

. +57,484
$105,804



■ Worksheet litAdditional- income, from 3X/day 
milking and the breakeven point production level
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A. Additional Income:

Change in revenue (Worksheet I-D) $164,677
Less increased costs (Worksheet II-D) - 105,804

.Equals Additional Income = $ 58,873.
Bo .Breakeven analysis

lo . Net revenue/cwt,.(Worksheet 1-A) $11.76
2. Less feed and interest costs/cwt«

added production (Worksheet II-C) - 3.50
•3o Net .revenues less feed and interest

. costs/cwt.added production 8.26
4o Increased parlor costs

(Worksheet II-A) 47,372
5. Plus increased production testing costs

(Worksheet II-B) 948
6. Plus reduced revenue from current produc-

tion due to fat reduction (Worksheet I-C) ■+. 28,469
7. Equals total (lines 4 + 5 + 6) =; 76,789
8. .Divided hy net revenue less feed and 

interest costs/cwt. added production
(see line 3 above) 4 8.26

9. Equals breakeven increased annual herd
. production = ; 9,296 cwt.

10. Divided by current annual, herd production 7 109 ,495 cwt.
11. Equals breakeven proportional increase

•in annual herd production = .0849

This shows, that with 1979 cost/price ratio on 8.5% increase in 

milk production is necessary to break even with the change to 3X/day 

milking frequency. :



Comparison of Dairy Operations Having the Same 
. Total Investments . and Milking Parlor Usage; But 
different' Herd Sizes, Facilities, Milking Parlors 

. and Milking .Frequencies

This comparison is to evaluate the investment and net returns

of dairy operations with equal investments 9 one milking 2X/day and the

other, milking fewer cows 3X/day. . Two comparisons are evaluated. First

is a Double 6 Herringbone using 2X/day milking compared with a Trig on 18

v us ing 3X/day milking. S econd • is... a Trigon 18 us ing ^X/day . milking com-
. pared with a Polygon 24 using 3X/day milking. •

Double 6 Herringbone/Trigon 18

The investment in a dairy operation using a mechanized Double 6 

; Herringbone Parlor to milk 631 cows.2X/day is approximately--equal, to the 

<. investment in a dairy operation using, a mechanized 18 stall Trigon Parlor 

to milk 600 cows. 3X/day (Tab le 17) ̂ v These milk 1 cows plus dry cows com- 

prise dairy herds of 755 cows and 718 cows respectively. The substan

tive difference in the investment in land, cattle and corrals while- the 

. 718 cow5 3X/day milking operation has the larger investment in milking 

. facility, and milk base.

The summary of returns and cos ts % ar e shown in Table 18. The 

pretax net return per cow with . the 718 cow, 3X/day milking operation, is 

. $318 or 45% greater than the $219 per cow with the 755 cow, 2X/day .

milking operation.Dividing the total net return: for each dairy opera- 

• tioii by the total hew . investme:nt gives -the: proj ected. rates of return on ; : 
total investment of 5.1% on the larger herd milking 2X/day and 7% on the 

smaller herd milking 3X/day (Table 19).
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Table 17. Investment: Double 6 Herringbone and Trigon 18 parlors,

755 Cows, 2X milking 718 Cows, 3X milking
Double 6 Herringbone Trigon 18 Stall

Parlor 52,320 79,740

Equipment ' 47,400 63,200

Mechanization 21,480 28,420

Cooling/Standby -•/’•• 20,400 23,020
Equipment

Calf Facilities 41,200 38,200

Corrals 267,750 258,900

Cool Shades 108,000 . 108,000
Wells/Waste 60,400 60,400
M a chinery1;. 103,802 ■ 103,802

Cattle 1,403,500 1,335,350

Milk Base ■ i : 725,535 . 793,500

Land/Excavation 370,200 330,200

TOTAL I' 3,221,987 3,222,732
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Table 18 Summary of returns and costs: Double 6 Herringbone vs 
Trigon 18 parlors.

755 Cows, 2X/day • 
Double 6 Herringbone

718 Cows, 3X/day 
Trigon 18 Stall

. . Amount Per'Cow • Amount Per Cow
Returns
Milk Sales : 1,439,213 1,906.1 ' 1,541,250 2,146
Livestock Sales .. 24,000 22,675 y 31
Non Cash Revenue .
• (Replacement Heifers)

367,200 :: 486 349,200 486

Costs ' ■
Herd Replacement 183,095 : 242 . v : 173,595 242
Depreciation 68,570 , :;v, 90 71,510 100
Property Taxes 16,266 . 21 i : i6,3n ; ■ 23
Insurance 11,457 - V  '. 15 , . 11,715 .; 16
Repairs & Maintenance . • 46,668 ■ , 61 'I/:, 48,977 - : 68
Fuel & Oil • 21,952 v ■ 29 21,952 30

■ OpCapital Interest' 9 ,000 : ■ - I 11 / r 9,000 : 12
% Feed 999,020 1,323 i 998>284 1,390
Wages & Salaries ■ • 176,599 ■: 1 ; 233 ' 176,599 246
Hauling / 27,633 ■ :' 36 30,220 42 ;
Co-op Fees ' 27,634 : y‘y /';• 36 30,220 42

' Utilities ' 19,630 v 26 25,848 36
' Supplies ■ 32,465 ■f 43:; 45,952 64
Breeding 11,325 ' ■ : 15 . 10,770 is
Production Testing 7,701 : 10 8,271 ii

' Veterinary 5,663 : 5,385 7

Pretax Returns
Total Returns :v 1,830,413 2,424 1,913,125 2,664-
Total Costs 1,664,678 2,205 1,684,609 2,346
Net Returns . : 165,734 219 \ 228,516 318
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Table 19. Rate of return on investment: D-6 Herringbone vs Trigon 18
parlors.

: 755 Cows, 2X/day 
V: Doub 1 e. 6 Herringbone /

. 718 Cows , 3X/day 
18 Stall Trigon

Net Return . 165,734 ; 228,516

4- Total Investment 3,221,987 3,222,732

= Average Rate of Return 
. on Inves tment v

' 1 5.1% 7%, .. '
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This comparison indicates that the 3X/day milking frequency, with 
a 15% milk production increase, is the better strategy. The 3X/day milk
ing results in approximately $160 of added milk sales per cow net of the 

added feed, hauling and coop fees. The difference in net returns of 

these two herds is $62,782 or about $85 per cow. If the milk production 

increase from 3X/day milking was only 6.8%, the difference would be 

erased. Investment in milk base would also be reduced.

Trigon, 18/Polygon 24

The investment in a dairy operation using a mechanized 18 stall 

Trigon parlor, milking the 857 milking cows in a 1,026 herd 2X/day is 
approximately equal to the investment in a dairy operation using a 
partially mechanized 24 stall Polygon parlor for 3X/day milking of the 

823 milking cows in a. 985 cow herd (Table 20) . The Polygon 24 in this 

comparison is without automatic detachers to facilitate equalizing in

vestment. . Additionally,.the technical capacity of the parlor is not 
attained because of - the requirement for-equalized investment. -For 

. these reasons labor efficiency and the minimum annual parlor cost per 

cow is sacrificed in the smaller herd using 3X/day milking frequency.

The substantive differences in investment are.that the 1,026 cow, 2X/ 

day milking operation has a larger investment in land, cattle and corrals 

while the 985 cow, 3X/day milking operation has a larger investment in 

milking facility and milk base.

The summary of returns and costs are shown in Table 21. The pre

tax net return per cow with 3X/day milking was $323 or 29% greater than 
the $250 per cow net return with 2X/day milking. Dividing the calculated
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Table 20. .Investment: Trigon 18 and Polygon 24 parlors.

1,026 Cows, 2x ■ 985 Cows', 3x
. Trigon:18 Polygon 24

Parlor 79,740 ; 134,088
Equipment . 63,200 80,600

Mechanization 28,420 15,l60a

Cooling/S tandby 29,320 22,800
; ..Equipment

Calf Facilities 57,300. 54,300

Corrals 370,420 352,720

Cool Shades 162,000 144,000

Wells/Waste 60,400 60,400
Machinery 118,872 118,872

Cattle 1,908,250 1,831,850

Milk Base 986,010 . 1,088,590

Land/Excavation 491,800 451,800

TOTAL .4,355,732 4,355,180

^No Detachers.



Table 21. Summary of returns and costs: Trigon 18 vs Polygon 24
parlors.

1,026 Cows, 
Trigon

2X/day 
18

985 Cows, 3X/day 
Polygon 24

• Amount Per Cow 'Amount . Per Cow

Returns
: Milk Sales 1,955,813 1,906 2,114,448 2,146

Livestock Sales 32,325 31 31,3.25 31
.Non Cash Revenue 
■: (Replacement: Heifers)

501,600 •; 488 480,000 488

Costs
Herd Replacement . - 250,115 : 243 239,590 ' . . 243
Depreciation 89,791 87 87,713 89
,Property Taxes 21,824 21 21,576 21
Insurance ... 14,827 14 . - 14,968 15
Repairs & Maintenance ... 59,515 ; 58 58,462 59
Fuel 5= Oil . . . 24,729 . 24 24,729 25
Op. Capital Interest 12,000 11 12,000 . '. 12

, Feed 1,357,809 . 1,323 1,368,294 1,389
' pages' & Salaries 223,525 • .. 217 273,295 277

Hauling 37,552 36 41,460 42
Co-op Fees . 37,553 36 - 41,459 42
Utilities 26,676 26 27,580 28
Supplies 44,118 4 3 / 63,040 64

' Breeding 15,390 15 ! 14,775 15
Prod. Testing ’ 10,465 10 11,347 11
Veterinary 7,695 7 7,388 7

Pretax Returns
Total Returns 2,489,738 2,426 2,625,773 2,665 .
Total Costs 2,233,584 2,176 2,307,676 2,342
Net Returns . 256,154 250 318,097 323



net return for each dairy operation by the total new.investment gives 
the projected rate of return on^tptal investment as shown inTable 220 .

:,;v :This -comparison : also - indicates that the 3X/day milking: frequency v.

•. is the better strategy even though the 985 cow, 3X/day budget was set

. .up at less than economic capacity- to achieve equal investment o The dif
ference in net. returns for these two herds is $61,943 or $62 per cow.,

If only 9-.l% more milk was realized from; 3X/day milking this difference
would be erased• . In this circumstance, investment, in milk base would 

. also .be reduced *

Comparison of Dairy Operations Having the Same
Milking Parlors and. Milking Parlor Usage; But, Different

. Total Investments, Herd.Sizes,. Facilities , and Milking Frequencies

, This is a comparison of the investment and net returns of two 

dairy operations using,the Trigon 18 milking parlor at technical capac- . . 

ity 24 hours a day. One has a 1,026 cow herd milking 2X/day and the 

other has a 718;cow'herd'milking 3X/day.

Table 23 gives the:total investment for each dairy, operation.

The operation with the larger herd milking 2X/day has $1.133 million'

.dollar, greater investmento Table 24 is the summary of. returns and 
costs for each operation«: The 2X/day operation has $27,638 greater 

net return; however, the net return per cow is $68 less.
Table 25 is the- comparison of the rates of returns on invest

ment for each operation. The operation with the 718 cow herd milking 

3X/day achieves 7.1% average rate of return on investmeht,while the op- 

• . eration with the larger herd milking. 2X/day has 5.9%. The marginal rate . 

of return on the additional investment for. the larger herd is.2.4%.
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.Table 22. Rate of return on investment: Trigon 18 vs Polygon 24
parlors.

1,026 Cows, 2X/day 985 Cows, 3X/day
18 Stall Trigon y 24 Stall Polygon ...

Net Return 256,154 318,097
(Table 10) . \ ...

•f Total Investment 4,355,732 4,355,180
(Table 9)

= 'Average Rate of 
: Return on Investment

5.9% 7.3%
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Table. 23. Investment:; Trigon 18 parlor, 2X/day and 3X/day milking.

Investment Items 1,026 Cows, 2x7day 718 Cows, 3X/day

Parlor ; $ 79,740 $ 79,740

Equipment : 63,200 . 63,200
Mechanization • 28,420 ' / 28,420 ; .
Cooling/Standby

(Equipment)
29,320 ; 23,020

Calf Facilities 57,300 :I 38,200

Corrals 370,420 I 258,900

Cool Shades 162,000 108,000

Wells/Waste 60,400 60,400

Machinery 118,872 >■; 103,802

Cattle 1,908,250 1,335,350

Milk Base ' 986,010 793,500

Land Excavation 491,800 330,200

Total ■ $4,355,732 $3,222,732 :

Difference $1,133,000
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Table 24. : Summary of returns and costs: Trigon 18, 2X/day vs 3X/day.

1,026 Cows , 2X/Day 718 Cows, 3X/Day
Amount Per Cow Amount Per Cow

Returns

Milk Sales' 1,9.55,813 1,906 1,541,250 2,146
. Livestock Sales - 32,325 31 22,675 31
.Non Cash Revenue
.(Replacement Heifers)

501,600 . 488 ; 349,200 486

Costs
Herd Replacement 250,115 243 173,595 242
Depreciation .89,791 87 .71,510 ioo
Property'Taxes . 21,824 21 16,311 23
Insurance 14,827 14. 11,715. 16
Repairs & Maintenance 59,515 58 48,977 68
Fuel & Oil 24,729 24 21,952 30

. Op. Capital Interest 12,000 11 . 9,000 12
Feed - 1,357,809 1,323. 998,284 1,390
Wages & Salaries . ' 223,525 217 176,599 246
Hauling, 37,552 36 - 30,220 42 .
Co-op Fees 37,553 36. 30,220 42
Utilities 26,676 26. 25,848 36
Supplies. 44,118 43 45,952 64
Breeding. 15,390 ' 15 10,770 15
Prod. Testing 10,465 10 ' 8,271 11
Veterinary 7,695 . 7 5,385 7

Pretax Returns
Total Returns 2,489,738 , 2,426 1,913,125 2,664
Total Costs. ' 2,233,584 2,176 1,684,609 2,346
Net Returns .256,154 250 228,516 318
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Table 25. Rates'of returns with Trigon 18 parlor, 2X/day 
. milking.

and 3X/day

1,026 Cows 
2X/day

718 Cows 
3X/day Difference

Change in milk .production . . 15% increase

Net Return 256,154 228,516 27,638

Investment 4,355,732 3,222,732 1,133,000

Average Rate of Return 
on Investment

-. 5.9% 7.1%

Marginal Rate of Return 
on investment

2.4%

Change in milk production 10% increase

Net Return 256,154 179,132 77,022

Investment 4,355,732 3,188,197 1,167,535

Average Rate of Return.' 
on Investment

5.9% 5.6%

Marginal Rate of Return 
on Investment

6.6%

Change in milk production 8.5% increase

Net Return. 256,154 164,184 91,970

Investment 4,355,732 3,177,778 1,177,954

Average Rate of Return 
on Investment

5.9% 5.2%

Marginal Rate of Return 
oil Investment

7.8%
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In the f it s tcompar is on of the Trigon 18 milking: facility with 
a 718 cow herd milked 2X/day in 16 hours versus 3X/day in 24 hours, we 
found the break even production increase to be 8.5%. By extrapolating 
from the returns and costs of the budget summarized,in Table 24, and of 

the investment in Table 23 the net returns and investment for 8.5% and 
10% production increase are estimated. These estimated factors are used 

in Table 25 to develop marginal rates of returns for. comparison with 

that achieved with‘the.15% production increase. The marginal rate of 

return on .investment at the 8.5% production increase is 7.8%., If a 

,dairyman anticipated this 8.5% production increase or less, and he could 

borrow money at 7.8% or less, the best decision would be to make the 
greater investment in cows and milk;2X day.

:: Results of Analysis of Milking Frequency ..

The three comparative analyses of 2X/day milking versus 3X/day 

milking clearly indicated that the 3X/day milking frequency with a 15% 
production increase is more profitable. Logan et al. reported that em- -
pirical data indicated the expected production increase with 3X/day

milking would range from plus 6% to plus 20%. They concluded that a 15% 

production increase was attainable with good management. Therefore the r 

conclusion here is that most dairymen would have more profitable dairy 

/ operations with 3X/day milking frequency.

The first comparison was of two dairy operations using the 

Trigon 18 milking parlor, each with;718 cow herds and therefore equal 

investments. The comparative analysis showed that the operation milking ; 

3X/day in 24 hours achieved 45% higher net returns, with a 15% milk



production increase, .than the operation milking 2X/day 'in ,16. hours.

The break even milk production .increase was calculated using the; work
sheet developed by Logan et al. This showed that an.8.5% milk produc
tion increase was necessary at the 1979 cost/price ratio for the 3X/day 
24-hour operation to be more profitable.

The second comparison was of two situations each with equal 

investment but with different milking.parlors and herd sizes. The 
first situation was. the Double-6 Herringbone;and the Trigon 18 

facilities with maximum utilization. ■ Each, operation entailed approxi

mately equal investments of $3.2 million. The operation with the larger 

parlor (Trigon 18) and fewer cows milking 3X/day achieved a significantly 

higher rate of return on investment than the operation with the smaller 

parlor (Double 6 Herringbone) and more cows milking 2X/day. This ad- 
vantage would be.-erased if 3X/day milking resulted in less than 6.8% 

milk production;increase although investment in milk base would also be 

reduced.
The second situation was of the Trigon 18 and Polygon 24 

facilities under maximum •utilization. . In this situation the invest

ments were approximately $4.3 million. Here again the operation with 
the larger parlor (Polygon 24) and fewer cows milking 3X/day. achieved 

a significantly higher rate of return on investment than the operation 

with the smaller parlor (Trigon 18) and.more cows milking 2X/day. This 

advantage would be.erased if 3X/day. milking resulted in less than 9.1% . 

milk production increase although investment in milk, base would also be 

reduced.



The break even milk production increases for these two situa

tions were not determined because of the complexity of the calculations. 
Comparison of these dairy operations at various rates of milk produc
tion increase with the 3X/day milking frequency, while holding invest- . 
ments equal would require a change in the milk base, cattle, and corral - 

investments. Calculations with so many variables, changing simultan
eously would require repetitive budget generation, or a tailored com
puter program. ,

  The .third comparison was of -two dairy operations using the

Trigon 18 milking facility at maximum capability 24 hours per day. One 
operation had a larger investment With a 1,026 cow herd milking 2X/day 

and the other had less investment with a 718 cow herd milking 3X/day. '

This comparative'analysis ehowed that the operation milking fewer cows .
; w : , ;  . . y . . '  . \  : - _: ; / f  Y -

3X/day, with a 15% milk production increase, had a higher rate of re- / 

turn on investment. The marginal rate of. return for the additional 

investment required in this case, for the larger herd, was 2.4%. This 

means that the decision to buy additional cows, planning 2X/day, milking, 
would be feasible only if the real interest rate on the additional 
funds were less than 2.4$.• A 2.4% interest rate seems unacceptable; 

however, it. is emphasized that this is the real interest rate. In re

cent years , with high inflation, the real interest rate has been lower 

than 2.4% and in•many instances has been negative.
• The marginal rate of return on investment' was extrapolated for ... 

10% increase in milk production with 3X/day milking and for .8,5% in

crease:, The marginal rates of return on investments with these increases 

were 6.6% and 7.8% respectively. This means that a dairyman who
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anticipated-a 10%. increase"in milk production with 3X/day milking would 

be .better off to go with tie. .larger. .investment9; planning 2X/day milking 9 

if he could borrow money for; the increased investment at- less than 6.6% 

real interest rate. Similarly9.if he anticipated an;8.5% increase with 
3X/day milking (8.5% increase was calculated, as the break even increase 

in the first comparison), he would be better off to go with the larger 

■ investment, planning 2X/day milking, if he could borrow money at less 
than 7o8% real interest rate. ■

The comparative analyses. in this chapter support the conclusion 

•that .most dairymen.would have more profitab1e dairy operations with 3X/ 

day milking frequency and should plan expansion investments accordingly. 
The last comparative analysis of two. dairy.operations with unequal in

vestments supports this conclusion; but, it suggests .that inflation is 
a;factor in the decision. Tf the inflation rate is high such.that the 

real interest rate is very low or negative, the dairyman might be better 

off to accept the relatively low short term returns from the 2X/day 

milking frequency and invest in the additional land, cattle, and corrals 

which would inflate in value over the^long term thereby increasing the 

dairyman1 s net worth although where investment in a new parlor is con- 

. templated, the 3X/day milking frequency would be indicated.



CHAPTER 7

. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Arizona Dairy Industry-is growing to meet the increasing 

aggregate demand for milk and dairy products. The producer sub-sector 

is. encountering a dynamic situation with a trend of fewer dairymen 
producing inore milk.with .larger herds of higher producing cows.. Most 
dairymen are expanding herd' sizes and facilities, at a time when all 

ycosts are. escalating 5 in order.; to meet the increased.demand f or their 

product. Evaluation' of the technological and organizational altema- . 
tives for expansion.is required to best use investment eapital.

The. obj ective of this-, study was to develop economic inf ormation 
for the initiation of a dry lot dairy herd expansion. The current costs 

. apd technical capabilities, of milking parlors with various mixes of, 

equipment, mechanization, milking frequency and replacement options were 

presented and methodology for systematic evaluation of these technolog

ical and/organizational alternatives was developed^ The analysis of a 

typical investment situation demonstrated the usefulness of the method—

. ology for.a dairyman with a capital:constraint who is initiating an ex

pansion of his. production capability. ' Synthetic budgets were the basis 
:■ for all analyses. Accurate cost/price information and.input/production 

levels are important in establishing the credibility, of the budgets; 

but, are not critical to the analysis since discrepancies affected
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various alternatives equally with little or no change in the relative 
returns and rates of return used to evaluate the alternatives.

Conclusions ‘

"Conventional cost and production theory establishes the frame- 
■ work for expansion planning. The -LBAC curve, suggests that the larger 

size dairy operations achieve the lowest average costs. Since there are 

"numerous producers in Arizona and-since, milk prices across the nation 

are interrelated by the Federal Milk Market Orders, an increase in prod- 

uction by one or several producers will not affect the price received 

for milk. Therefore, expansion should be towards the largest possible 
size and the commensurate lower average cost.

. Drylot dairy, operations are capital.intensive enterprises, that 

require specialized labor and management skills. The borrowing capa

bility to expand dairy operations is limited and significant leverage 

with equity,capital is unattainable. Approximately. 75% of the investment 
in a dairy, operation is personal property (cattle, equipment and 

machinery) and milk base. Approximately 25% is real property. Typical 

lending practices require 50% equity for intermediate term loans on 

personal property and lending.institutions do not loan money for, or 

accept as security, milk base. So, equity capital requirements are high 

and normally•constrain expansion investment in a dairy operation at a 

lower level than minimum cost indicated by the LRAC curve.

There is difficulty in developing simple per cow cost and re-- 

turn figures to evaluate the technological and organizational altema- 

. tives that are available.' This is due to the indivisibility of many



inputs and the complex interrelationship between.costs, production level 

and prices. Synthetic budgets which reveal total investments, annual 
revenues and costs provide the most .complete' data'for evaluating the 

alternatives, under consideration for expansion investment.

The methodology .developed in this study used before tax decision 
factors, i.e., before tax rates of returns on equity.and on investments, 

as well as before tax annual net cash flows, to compare the alternatives. 

It is likely that these decision factors provide'the same comparative 

results; howeverthe after tax rates of returns and cash flows must be 

projected for the alternative selected to verify that after tax cash 

flow, and rate .of return was maximized. ' Initially this study at temp t ed 
to calculate after tax financial factors but found the numerous tax 
management.options too diverse to generalize. :Considerations'such as 

investment credit, various depreciation methods, capital gains pos
sibilities ,.personal exemptions, tax bracket, and stage in the life of 

amortized debts significantly affect the after tax income. All alter- ' 

natives have potential tax problems at large herd size and high produc

tion levels in that the high net returns can place the dairyman in such 

a high tax bracket that, there is insufficient after tax net cash flow 

for debt service of maximum borrowing capability of the, business.

The study added to the knowledge regarding 3X/day milking. . The 

projected cash flows;and rates of returns with 3X/day milking frequency 

surpass the 2X/day milking frequency with either equal total investment 

or equal equity investment. Table 14 lists the investment items for 2X/ 
day milking of 755 cows in a Double 6 Herringbone parlor and for 3X/day 

milking of 718 cows in a Trigon 18 parlor. Due to the different mixes
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of long .term investinent: .Items,,:, intermediate^ term .inyestment items and 
equity milk base> the ,3X/day operation would require approximately 
$54,000 more equity. .This $54,000 equates to approximately 18 cows 

plus replacements, facilities, etc/ As shown on Table.13 the total re

turn per cow with the 3X/day milking operation is $2664. If the addi
tional $54,000 equity investment was not available and the total, return 

"from 18 cows, was sacrificed, ■ the:3X/day milking operation would still 
achieve $10,000 more before tax net return than the 2X/day milking op

eration with a. smaller Double 6 Herringbone parlor. The. findings here 

suggest, that if one can,expect an 8.5% or greater increase in milk 

production from 3X/day milking, then this milking frequency would, be 

most profitable. However, investing-in. additional cows and switching 

to 2X/day milking might be the best way to grow until sufficient capital . 

is•available to invest in a larger milking parlor, and then switch back 
to 3X/day milking frequency.

Milk base possession is crucial to the profitability of a dairy 

operation. The UDA "over-quota" price is the price.received by dairymen 
for milk sold in excess of milk base possessed. This "over-quota" price .

.is typically 14-17 percent less than the quota price and this price 

difference markedly affects the cash- flows and rates, of returns. Dairy 

herd, expansion should be commensurate with the increase in milk base 

possessed.

V Recommendations

Manual calculation of financial factors to compare the milking 

parlor/herd size/alternative combinations is cumbersome and precludes
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quick adjustments in cost/prices and input/production levels to measure 

their effects oh cash flows and returns.. This study and most previous ; 
work has used historical empirical data as a basis for projection of 
size of business for dairy operations< In many instances inflation, . 
changes in cost/price ratios and new technology have quickly negated 

the accuracy of these projections. A responsive computer program would 

•' facilitate- development of comp ar i s on s p f mi Iking; p ar 1 o r /herd size/ 
alternative combinations, using forecasted financial factors• This 
would provide the. industry with more timely information for decisibns 

regarding expansion investment»
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